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Summary 
 
 
This paper examines possible sources of asymmetries in Okun’s law, which describes the 
relationship between cyclical changes in the unemployment rate and cyclical changes in output; that is, 
the relationship between deviations in unemployment from its natural rate and deviations in output 
from its trend. Macroeconomic shocks can generally explain the asymmetry in the Okun relationship 
between periods of economic expansion and contraction. We find no evidence of asymmetry between 
periods of positive and negative cyclical (above trend or below trend) output. In turn, we conclude that 
the asymmetry between periods of economic expansion and contraction results from policy decisions 
and exogenous shocks rather than an underlying structural component of the relationship such as 
inherent risk aversion among employers. 
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1.  Introduction 
 
Okun's (1962) seminal work describes the negative relationship between changes in real output 
growth and changes in the unemployment rate. Okun (1962) measures the relationship between cyclical 
changes in the unemployment rate and cyclical changes in output; that is, the relationship between 
deviations in unemployment from its natural rate and deviations in output from its trend. Since its 
introduction, this relationship remains one of the most empirically stable relationships in 
macroeconomics and is thus known as Okun’s law. Moreover, it serves as a basic, foundational 
relationship in macroeconomic theory which, together with the aggregate supply curve, produces the 
Phillips curve, an important relationship in monetary economics and policy. 
Undergraduate macroeconomic texts consistently note its empirical stability but make little 
mention of its potential variability, providing estimates of either 2 or 3, which imply that a 2 or 3 
percent increase in real gross domestic product (GDP) growth reduces the unemployment rate by 1 
percentage point. The stability of Okun’s law, in contrast, has been the subject of much debate in the 
literature. Various studies provide different estimates of the Okun coefficient as well as evidence that 
the relationship is subject to regional and temporal variation (see Moosa, 1997, Weber, 1995, Knoester, 
1986, IMF 2010 among others). Other studies posit an asymmetric Okun relationship between periods 
of economic expansion and contraction (see Silvapulle et al. 2004, Cuarema, 2000, 2003, Owyang and 
Sekhposyan, 2012, Holmes and Silverstone, 2006, among others).  Risk aversion among employers is 
commonly cited as the potential cause of this asymmetry (see Silvapulle et al., 2004, for example). 
Alternatively, asymmetries may result from unemployment fluctuations resulting from a country’s 
institutions, policies and shocks (IMF, 2010). In addition, labor force participation during and 
following a recession, short-term employment opportunities, and labor market rigidities may affect 
unemployment dynamics (IMF, 2010). For example, strict labor laws may produce a symmetric Okun 
relationship, and drastic increases in labor force participation following a recession may disguise the 
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lowering effect of an  increase in GDP growth on the unemployment rate. Overall, numerous factors 
potentially influence the relationship. 
This paper follows Weber (1995) and Silvapulle et al. (2004) in the specification of various time 
series models and in incorporating asymmetries along the business cycle, respectively. This paper 
contributes to the literature on asymmetry in Okun’s law by estimating the effects of different 
macroeconomic shocks on the estimates of the Okun relationship and asymmetries in the coefficient 
across the business cycle. It also considers asymmetry between periods of above and below trend 
output. In short, the aim of this analysis is to see if the Okun coefficient and the asymmetries observed 
are sensitive to the inclusion of these macroeconomic shocks. Through this analysis, we seek to 
uncover additional factors that cause unemployment to not experience consistent, structural movements 
in relation to changes in output.  
The macroeconomic shocks considered in this paper include shocks to oil prices and supply, 
uncertainty, monetary, news, and taxes. This paper considers, for example, whether a recession that 
involves oil and monetary policy shocks such as the recession produced by the OPEC oil embargo 
could produce different labor market effects than a recession preceded by stock market volatility. 
Moreover, if these macroeconomic shocks affect unemployment dynamics and also are not evenly 
distributed across the business cycle, they may produce asymmetries in the Okun relationship. If 
controlling for these shocks explains the asymmetry in the relationship, it supports the idea that Okun’s 
Law remains stable. The point concerning the stability of Okun’s Law is of particular importance when 
studying the irregular labor market dynamics of  and following the Great Recession. Recognizing the 
effects of macroeconomic shocks on the unemployment rate may justify the rapid increase in 
unemployment during the recession and the tepid decrease following the trough.  
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 covers alternative methods with 
which to estimate the output-unemployment relationship. Section 3 provides a description of the data. 
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Section 4 discusses the econometric methodology followed in this paper. Section 5 presents the results, 
section 6 discusses policy implications, and section 7 provides a brief discussion and simulation of the 
Phillips curve. Lastly, section 8 concludes.  
2.  Literature Review 
 
 Although Okun's law is an incredibly stable macroeconomic relationship, it is not an identity. 
The relationship between output and unemployment is fundamentally defined through a production 
function relating output to labor and other inputs (Prachowny, 1993). In addition, a myriad of factors 
play into Okun relationship, and, in turn, additional explanatory variable approaches attempt to model 
the influence of these factors on the relationship. This section reviews various attempts to capture 
variation in the output-unemployment relationship. 
 Knoester (1986) serves as a prime example of an additional explanatory variable approach to 
estimating Okun's law. In short, he argues that the Keynesian understanding of unemployment only 
withstands scrutiny under certain conditions: if unemployment predominantly stems from idle capacity. 
Okun (1962) suggests that idle capacity series as an apt proxy for unemployment (Knoester, 1986). 
Dubious of this approach, Knoester (1986) applies classical determinants of the unemployment rate 
(changes in the real wage, for example) to the traditional cyclical (Keynesian) estimation of the Okun 
relationship. He finds that some classical factors explain much of the Okun coefficient’s variance in the 
United States and other countries as well. An exception of which is the United States during the 1960's. 
During this period, excess capacity dominated classical determinates of the unemployment rate 
(Knoester, 1986). 
 Okun (1970) posits the proposed relationship as a mutatis mutandis. Okun (1970) thus implies 
that changes in output reflect movements of a myriad of macroeconomic variables. Knoester’s (1986) 
finding, on the other hand, reflects the notion that Okun's law should be estimated with additional 
explanatory variables rather than as a mutatis mutandis relationship, because the co-movements of 
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macroeconomic variables could change and thus produce different unemployment movements in 
relation to changes in output. In short, these specifications identify a structural (ceteris paribus) 
relationship between output and unemployment rather than the relationship between a series of 
covariates that move with changes in output and unemployment. This additional explanatory variable 
approach is not without cost, however. Additional determinates could render the estimation of the Okun 
relationship recalcitrant, by over complicating the model. Moreover, additional explanatory variables 
raise the standard errors of the estimates and thus cause inference problems (Knoester, 1986). 
 There is a more general issue with the estimation of Okun's law. Okun (1962) provides three 
methods with which to estimate the relationship: 1) first difference; 2) trial gaps  and 3) a fitted trend 
and elasticity method. Each of Okun’s original models yields different Okun coefficient estimates. The 
choice of the best model is at best equivocal and thus engenders a debate concerning the proper way in 
which to estimate the relationship. Indeed, an analysis should employ multiple models to achieve a 
thorough understanding of the relationship. 
 Prachowny (1993), like Knoester (1986), uses an additional explanatory variable approach to 
estimate Okun's law using changes in weekly hours and capacity utilization as additional determinates 
of the unemployment rate. Moreover, his methodology puts GDP and the unemployment rate in first 
differences. The Okun coefficient estimates produced in this context are drastically smaller in absolute 
value than other estimates of Okun’s law. Certainly, these findings lend substantial support to an 
additional explanatory variable approach. Attfield and Silverstone (1997), however, suggest that these 
findings are spurious. They note that Prachowny's (1993) methodology ignores the non stationarity of 
and cointegration among his variables. Prachnowy’s (1993) failure to recognize these characteristics 
thus leads to a misspecified model. When reestimating Prachhowny’s (1993) model, taking into 
account the cointegrating relationship between unemployment and output, they produce a coefficient of 
approximately -2.25, an estimate in line with more conventional understandings of the output-
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unemployment relationship. On the other hand, they find some evidence of the influence of capacity 
utilization and labor supply on the relationship (Attfield and Silverstone, 1997).  Overall, these studies 
demonstrate the influence of model selection on estimating the relationship. 
Attfield’s and Silverstone’s (1997) estimate is an example of an inverted Okun coefficient. The 
inverted coefficient represents the effect of a one unit change in unemployment on output. It is 
important to note that there is a significant problem with coefficient inversion. This algebraic method is 
only consistent and thereby accuruate in the case that the correlation between the two variables is one 
or negative one (Plosser and Schvert, 1979).  
 Various studies have dealt with the potential dynamics and asymmetry of the Okun 
relationship1. Weber (1995) estimates a dynamic Okun relationship using an autoregressive distributive 
lag (ARDL) model, which is extended by Silvapulle et al. (2004), who allow the Okun coefficient to 
vary across the business cycle. The latter suggests that ignoring the asymmetry leads to a misspecified 
model and thereby causes omitted variable bias and forecasting errors (Silvapulle et al., 2004). Their 
results confirm this assumption, finding that models that do not partition GDP into periods of positive 
and negative cyclical output produce estimates that are averages of the asymmetric model (Silvapulle et 
al., 2004). 
 Silvapulle et al. (2004) present estimates from OLS and M estimators. The long run Okun 
coefficient estimates for the OLS and M-estimator are -.32 and -.25 for expansions and -.58 and  -.61 
for contractions, respectively. They suggest that the M estimator is less sensitive to outliers than the 
OLS estimator. In spite of the different properties of the two estimators, they produce qualitatively 
equivalent results—a larger Okun coefficient in absolute value for periods of negative cyclical output. 
Silvapulle et al. (2004) provide several theoretical explanations for this asymmetry. One, which is not 
in line with their findings, is that employers retain workers in the face of negative cyclical output 
                                                 
1 The appendix presents a table of the asymmetric Okun coefficients cited in this paper 
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because of the prohibitive costs of rehiring—a concept termed labor hoarding. Another, which is in line 
with their findings, is that employers are inherently risk adverse and thereby pessimistically fire 
workers in the face of negative cyclical output. They note that understanding the Okun relationship 
helps policy makers determine the optimal rate of output growth, because this growth rate determines 
the change in the unemployment rate. Secondly, they suggest that understanding Okun coefficient 
estimates sheds lights on the cost of employment in terms of output growth. It is important to note that 
this point concerning “employment costs” should be viewed with caution; the precise Okun coefficient 
estimates rely heavily on model specification, the process used to estimate the output gap, and other 
factors and thereby any estimate for the Okun coefficient cannot be regarded as a precise reflection of 
the true output-unemployment relationship.  For example, in the literature,  the estimates substantially 
vary from approximately .2 to approximately .3 for expansions and from approximately .4 to 
approximately .6 for contractions.  
  Although the Okun coefficient estimates are generally qualitatively consistent throughout the 
literature, there are some significant examples of qualitative inconsistency. For example, Owyang and 
Sekhposyan (2012) note that different time series filters, output gap measurements, and difference 
specifications yield different significance levels for certain recession dates. In short, model 
specification may produce qualitatively different results, because it affects the significance levels of 
indicator variables. In turn, failure to consider multiple models may cause spurious inferences. 
 Differing from previous studies that dealt with non-linearity with an exogenously determined 
zero threshold (asymmetry) in the GDP series, Cuarema (2003) approach to Okun's law centers on 
correcting for potential non-linearity with an endogenously determined threshold. In short, if a study 
imposes an exogenous threshold parameter, the imposition, if different than the population threshold, 
biases the Okun coefficient estimates. Their findings overwhelmingly support the use of the non-linear 
model with endogenous thresholds for both the model that used HP filtered data and the model that 
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used data decomposed by the bivariate structural time series method. Importantly, he notes that the 
different methods with which to extract the cyclical component of GDP (HP filter or the bivariate 
model) produce different periods for expansions and contractions. The estimates for the non-linear 
model are -.201 for expansions and -.441 for contractions, and, in addition, his endogenous 
identification method determines negative threshold parameters at the 1 percent significance level. 
These estimates differ from other papers because of endogenous specification of the breakpoints; 
however, they are not qualitatively different from those of Silvapulle et al. (2004), in that they are 
larger in absolute value during periods of economic contraction than during periods of economic 
expansion. In terms of theoretical explanations, Cuarema (2000) suggests the presence of an efficient 
wage structure and shirking workers could produce an asymmetric Okun relationship. He also suggests 
that positive and negative technology shocks affect unemployment differently and, in turn, could cause 
asymmetry in the relationship across the business cycle. Lastly, he suggests that hiring costs could 
affect unemployment dynamics. Cuarema’s (2003) findings are also in line with risk adverse employers 
pessimistically firing workers in the face of an economic contraction and, in turn, being reluctant to 
rehire in the face of economic growth. 
 Employing a Markov-switching model, Holmes and Silverstone (2006)  analyze intra-regime 
changes in the Okun relationship; that is, whether the Okun relationship changes within contractions 
and expansions depending on whether or not output is above or below its trend. The overall purpose of 
their analysis is to provide insight into the nature of jobless recoveries in the United States. For 
expansions, they estimate Okun coefficients of -.023 and -.025 for above-trend output and below-trend 
output, respectively. In turn, for recessions, they estimate Okun coefficients of -.193 and -.084 for the 
same periods. Asymmetries within regimes may stem from productivity changes, changes in 
technology, and data measurement issues (see Holmes and Silverstone, 2006). The phenomenon of 
jobless recoveries may thus result from these asymmetries in Okun’s law (Holmes and Silverstone, 
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2006). It is important to note that jobless recoveries could result from changes in productivity, as in the 
case of the expansion following the Great Recession (Daly and Honijn, 2010).  
 Lee (2000) estimates Okun’s law in terms of the effect of changes in the unemplyoment rate on 
GDP. Note that this approach differs from other estimation methods that specify Okun’s law as the 
effect of changes in GDP on the unemployment rate, as originally specified by Okun (1962). To specify 
the asymmetric Okun relationship, Lee (2000) partitions the unemployment rate into postive and 
negative deviations from the natural rate of unemployment for a gap model and postive and negative 
changes for the first difference model. The estimates for first difference, the Hodrick-Prescott filter, and 
the Beveride-Nelson filter respectively are 1.72 and 2.04, 2.06 and 2.14, and 1.93 and 2.22 for postive 
and negative values of the unemployment rate. These values all are qualitatively similar to other results 
for the asymmetric Okun relationship, in that they show a stronger Okun relationship during periods of 
economic contraction. The differences in the estimates between detrending methods as well as between 
countries evidence of variation in the estimated coefficient introduced by model specification  (Lee, 
2000).  
 Owyang and Sekhposyan (2012) provide a variety of Okun coefficient estimates for the 
asymmetric Okun relationship across regimes. With a first difference specification, their estimates of 
the asymmetric Okun relationship across regimes are -.17 for expansions and -.58 for contractions. 
They expand their model to include dummy variables for the 1990, 2001, and 2007 recessions and 
provide a series of estimates using a gap methodology and the Baxter-King filter. Their results are all 
qualitatively similar, showing a stronger Okun relationship during periods of economic contraction.  
 IMF (2010) considers the effect of shocks, among other variables, on the output-unemployment 
relationship. Financial crises and decreases in home asset values amplify the unemployment rate during 
periods of recession (IMF, 2010). The exact way in which financial crises and  housing sector shocks 
affect unemployment remains unclear, because these shocks also influence output (see IMF, 2010). It is 
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plausible that decreases in home asset values cause unemployment increases in the real estate sector. 
This increase in unemployment decreases incomes and, in turn, reduces aggregate demand.  
Given the availability of data, additional explanatory approaches should consider the additional 
determines of the unemployment rate when specifying the Okun relationship. Mutatis mutandis 
approaches, on the other hand, should consider these variables when interpreting their estimates. 
Failure to consider the other determinates of unemployment could lead to erroneous conclusions 
regarding a breakdown in the Okun relationship. 
3.  Data 
 
 3.1 Data Description and Sources 
 
 This study uses quarterly data for the period from 1948:1 to 2012:1. The real output growth 
series was obtained from the Bureau of Economic Analysis and that for the unemployment rate from 
the Bureau of Labor Statistics. To obtain the cyclical components of output and unemployment, this 
paper follows the methodology of Weber (1995), which will be discussed below. This paper also uses 
the Hodrick-Prescott (HP) and Baxter-King (BK) time series filters. The HP filter is a log-likelihood 
approach to extracting the cyclical components of GDP and the unemployment rate, and the BK filter is 
a band-pass filter that eliminates all components of a series that lie outside of a certain frequency2 
(Cogley, 2006). 
 The quarterly shock data are obtained from a variety of sources. Tax and monetary policy 
shocks are obtained from Romer and Romer (2010) and Romer and Romer (2004), respectively. Values 
for uncertainty shocks are obtained from Bloom (2009). The data for oil price shocks and oil supply 
shocks respectively are obtained from Kilian and Park (2007) and Hamilton (1996). Aggregate 
technology shock values are obtained from Basu, Fernald, and Kimball (2004). Starting with the data 
from Basu et al. (2004), Barskey and Sims (2010) construct a measure of shocks resulting from 
                                                 
2 For each filtering technique, the appendix presents the superimposition of NBER recession dates and the estimated 
cyclical components of the GDP  
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announcements of future technology changes (news shocks).   
Romer and Romer (2010) find their measure of exogenous changes in tax shocks to affect GDP 
over a period of three years. The dispersed effect of this shock thus is not relevant an analysis 
concerning short-term economic fluctuations (the asymmetric Okun relationship), in terms of potential 
policy implications. However, since this variable influences output and, by extension, the 
unemployment rate, its inclusion should be considered when specifying the Okun relationship. 
Numerous studies draw links between these macroeconomic shocks and recessions (Temin, 
1998, Rebelo, 2005, Gali, 1999, Basu, Fernald and Kimball, 2004, Hamilton, 1996, 2009, 2011, among 
others). While direct causalities are difficult to identify, basic trends and patterns  are apparent and thus 
classifiable. Contractionary changes in monetary policy, tax shocks, and increases in oil prices are 
commonly associated with negative aggregate fluctuations (Rebelo, 2005). Basu, Fernald, and Kimball 
(2004) and Gali (1999) find changes in technology to be contractionary as well. From an econometric 
standpoint, it is important to note that the role of technology shocks in causing aggregate fluctuations is 
difficult to determine, because such shocks are not easily quantifiable.  Hamilton (2011) draws 
numerous connections between rises in oil prices and the majority of US postwar recessions. Lastly, 
periods of economic uncertainty are suggested to cause  negative cyclical output and upward 
movements in the unemployment rate (Bloom, 2009). In theory, these shocks all negatively affect 
output. The effect of each variable on the unemployment rate, however, could vary. If so, given 
different comovements of these variables across the business cycle, they serve as a source, if not the 
dominate cause, of asymmetry in the Okun relationship. 
The following graphics illustrate the movements of GDP and unemployment in the postwar 
period. A discussion of recent recessions and the comovements of associated macroeconomic variables 
follows as well. Graph 3.2 displays the growth rate of real GDP from 1948:1 to 2012:1. Graph 3.1 and  
3.3 respectively display the unemployment rate in levels and the change in the unemployment rate for 
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the same period. The change in the unemployment rate has remained relatively stable. Positive spikes 
in the series correspond to recession dates (1973, 1980, 1981, 1990, 2001 and 2007). The real GDP 
growth series, in line with the change in the unemployment rate series, displays negative spikes during 
the same recession dates. Analyzing these series in conjunction provides a sound understanding of the 
negative relationship between output and unemployment.  
The period of 1970-1974 experienced an average growth rate of GDP of 2.725 percentage 
points (p.p.) per year which increased to 4.03 p.p. in the 1975-1979 period. During the same periods, 
the change in the unemployment rate moved from 3.306 p.p. to -.359 p.p.. Clearly, these movements 
reflect the empirical validity and  satiability of Okun’s (1962) original estimates. The positive 
unemployment growth  rate in the 1970-1974 period reflects the strength of the 1973 recession. During 
these two periods, the spike in the unemployment rate in levels, as illustrated by Graph 3.1, reflects the 
productivity slowdown that occurred in the third quarter of 1973. 
  
Graph 3.1: The Unemployment Rate in Levels from 1948:1 to 2012:1 
Source: Bureau of Labor Statistics 
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Graph 3.2: Time Series Plot of the Real Growth Rate of GDP 
Source: Bureau of Economic Analysis and Author’s Calculations 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Graph 3.3: Time Series Plot of the Change in the Unemployment Rate 
 
           
Source : Bureau of Economic Analysis and Author’s Calculaitons 
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quarter of 1975. Between these quarters, GDP growth decreased 3.2 p.p., and, in turn, unemployment 
increased from 4.8 p.p. to 8.2 p.p., an increase of 3.4 p.p. This recession lasted a total of 16 months, 
making it one of the longest contractions in the postwar period. It is tied in duration with the 1981 
recession and only was surpassed by the Great Recession (2007:4:2009:2). 
 The OPEC oil embargo that occurred in October of 1973 and the Federal Reserve’s 
contractionary monetary policy actions in 1974 following the drastic increase in oil prices brought on 
the recession (Romer, 2004a, Temin, 1998). Certainly, this contractionary policy regime contributed to 
the length and severity of this recession. Moreover, it could have decisively turned a simple contraction 
into a full recession. In terms of the effect of the oil market, the US experienced, among other events, 
increases in oil prices and, in turn, the producer price index prior to the onset of the recession 
(Hamilton, 2011). The OPEC oil embargo further exacerbated the economic situation, causing extreme  
gasoline shortages and, in turn, long waits to purchase gasoline (Hamilton, 2011). In addition, 
uncertainty regarding the US stock market increased during this period (Bloom, 2009). Certainly, a 
mixture of these factors contributed to this recession. 
During the early 1980’s (1980-1984), the average growth rate of GDP was 2.86 p.p. per year 
and the accompanying change in the unemployment rate was 1.279 p.p.. This increase reflects the brief 
1980 recession and the prolonged recession of 1981. During the 1981 recession, GDP growth decreased 
2.65 p.p., and unemployment, in turn, increased 3.3 p.p. Following this recession, there was a period of 
uninterrupted economic growth. The generally decreasing unemployment rate between the early 1980s 
and late 1990s reflects this period of sustained growth. The only substantial increase in unemployment 
during this period stemmed from the 1990 recession.  
 The recession of 1980 began in the first quarter of the year and lasted until the third quarter. 
During this period, GDP growth decreased  2.2 p.p., and, in turn, the unemployment rate increased 
from 6.3 p.p. to 7.7 p.p., a total of 1.4 p.p.. The 1981 recession began in the third quarter of the year 
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and lasted until the fourth quarter of 1982. During the recession, GDP growth decreased  2.6  p.p., and 
the unemployment rate, in turn, increased from 7.4 p.p. to 10.7 p.p., an total of 3.3 p.p..  
Since the 1981 recession occurred shortly after the 1980 recession and, in turn, occurred 
amongst similar economic conditions, it is likely that the events share causes.  The 1980 recession 
followed the Iranian revolution, and the 1981 recession followed the Iran-Iraq war. Both of these 
political events caused decreases in oil production and increases in oil prices. One possible explanation 
for the delay between the 1980 recession and the increases in oil prices caused by the Iranian revolution 
could be the presidential election that confirmed the continuation of  Volkner disinflation (Temin, 
1998).  
 During the late 1980s (1985-1989), the average growth rate of real GDP was 3.54 p.p. per year, 
which caused a decrease in the unemployment rate by 1.47 p.p. During the early 1990s (1990-1994), 
the average growth rate of real GDP was 2.56 p.p. per year, and, in turn, the unemployment rate 
increased 0.27 p.p.. This increase reflected the recession that began in the third quarter of 1990 and 
lasted until the first quarter of 1991. During this recession, GDP growth decreased 1.4 p.p., and, in turn, 
the unemployment rate increased from 5.7 p.p. to 6.6 p.p., a total of .9 p.p. 
 This recession was proceeded by decreases in oil production in Iraq and Kuwait (Hamilton, 
2011). In addition, this period was also marked by increased uncertainty (Bloom, 2009).  Certainly, 
conflict in the middle east that cause oil market volatility, the rise of oil prices, and uncertainty 
contributed to this economic contraction. In terms of direct causes, automobile sales experienced a 
slight, albeit substantial decline following the oil shock (Barsky and Kilian, 2004). The effect of oil 
price shocks on the automobile industry frequents as causes of  recessions. Automobile sales, however, 
were only substantially changed during this recession (Barky and Kilian, 2004). 
 The late 1990s (1995-1999) experienced an average growth rate of GDP of 4.13 p.p. per year, 
and, in turn, the unemployment rate decreased 1.5 p.p.. This decrease reflects the period of 
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uninterrupted economic growth following the 1990 recession. During the following period (2000-
2004), the average growth rate of GDP was 2.415 p.p. per year, and the unemployment rate grew by 
1.49 p.p.. This increase reflects the recession that began in the first quarter of 2001 and lasted until the 
fourth quarter of the same year. During this recession, the growth rate of GDP experienced a .7 p.p. 
increase, which reflects substantial, albeit not sustained growth in the second quarter of 2001 and 
overall positive growth in the fourth quarter of the year. The last quarter of positive growth reflects the 
aggregation of the tail end of the recession and the subsequent positive growth following the trough. 
The unemployment rate, in turn, increased from 4.2 p.p. to 5.5p.p., a total of 1.3 p.p. This recession 
followed a 1999 OPEC meeting and subsequent increases in oil prices (Barsky and Kilian, 2004).  
During the Great Recession, which began in the fourth quarter of 2007 and lasted until the 
second quarter of 2009, GDP growth decreased 5.1 p.p.. This recession lasted 18 months, making it the 
longest period of sustained economic contraction in the postwar period. The unemployment rate during 
this period increased from 4.8 p.p. to 9.3 p.p., a total of 4.5 p.p. The recession was preceded by a sharp 
decline in home asset values and was deepened by a financial crisis and uncertainty (IMF, 2010). In 
addition, oil prices experienced an unprecedented increase prior to and during the recession (Hamilton, 
2009). 
 Overall, these recent recessions experienced the consistent presence of monetary policy shocks, 
increases in oil prices, and increases in uncertainty. Given the strong correlation between these shocks 
and economic recessions, their inclusion, along with other potential determinates, in the estimation of 
the asymmetric Okun relationship may account for differences in unemployment movements between 
contractions and expansions. 
 3.2 Unit Root and Cointegration   
Producing accurate estimates requires working with stationary data. Additionally, ensuring that 
these variables are integrated of order 1 (I(1)) in levels is needed to consider Okun's law as a 
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cointegrated relationship.  
Various studies have contested whether GDP is trend or difference stationary. Studies such as 
Diebold and Senhadji (1996) conclude that GDP is trend stationary, whereas studies such as Nelson and 
Plosser (1982) argue for a difference stationary specification. Diebold and Senhadji (1996) argue, in 
opposition to Nelson and Plosser (1982), that the only significant deviation from the long term trend of 
GDP is the Great Depression. Outwardly, this debate may seem unsubstantial; however, on closer 
analysis, the implications of whether a series is trend or difference stationary has important forecasting 
implications. If a series is trend stationary, it will return to its long term trend given a deviation from its 
trend. On the other hand, if a series is difference stationary, no such return will occur. Furthermore, 
assuming that a stochastic series is trend stationary produces a spurious regression, and assuming that 
series with a deterministic trend is difference stationary produces negative serial correlation. This paper 
deals with data ranging from the postwar period and thus no substantial deviations in GDP (aside from 
the Great Recession) are presence. Given this data range, we observe a clear linear trend. In terms of 
the shock series, GDP experiences no prolonged deviation from its long-term trend, because the shock 
series ends prior to the onset of the Great Recession. 
Table 3.1 presents variables and Augmented Dickey-Fuller (ADF) t-values for several unit root 
tests on the unemployment and GDP series. The Bayesian information criterion (BIC) was used to 
determine the number of lags for these tests.  
The ADF tests determine that the GDP series  is trend stationary and that the unemployment rate 
series is stationary in levels. The GDP series became I(0) after including a constant, a linear time trend, 
and a structural break that occurs in the third quarter of 1973. A Chow breakpoint test confirms these 
structural breaks for GDP and the unemployment rate with F-statistics of 90.77 and 92.73, respectively. 
These F-statistics confirm the 1973:3 break at the 1 percent significance level. These findings are in 
line with those of Weber (1995) and the process they used to estimate the output gap and extract the 
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cyclical components of the unemployment rate. It is important to note that this method determines the 
structural break exogenously. There are a variety of other methods with which to identify structural 
breaks in time series endogenously. For example, Andrews and Zivot (1992) employ a test that 
calculates the optimal break point in a series. The test determines this point through calculating the 
minimum t-statistic of a lag in the series (see Andrews and Zivot, 1992). This test, however, does not 
identify 1973:3 as the structural break in GDP and the unemployment rate series, because multiple 
dates have similarly small t-values. Using the BIC to select lag length, the test identifies 1986:3 as an 
intercept break in the unemployment rate and 1982:4 as a trend break in GDP. Understandably, many 
periods in the 1980s saw significant variance in the unemployment rate and GDP and, in turn, are easily 
identified through such tests as structural breaks.  
An ADF unit root test produces accurate t-values when all changes in series are truly 
endogenous. For example, for a series to be truly I(1), change in the mean, variance and covariance 
must be produced within in the series as a function of time.  The presence of exogenous breaks, on the 
other hand, may cause substantial inference problems. If a series has an exogenous structural break, an 
ADF test may fail to reject the null of a unit root when the series is truly integrated of order zero (I(0)) 
with a change in mean (Byrne and Perman, 2006). In turn, we must account for the exogenous 
structural breaks that occur in the third quarter of 1973 when testing for unit roots in the GDP and 
unemployment rate series. Special critical values must be used when dealing with series that have 
exogenous structural breaks. Perron (1990) provides a series of modified ADF test statistics for time 
series with structural breaks. The t-value for the unemployment rate remains statistically significant at 
the 1 percent level when checked against Perron’s (1990) values.3 For GDP, on the other hand, the ADF 
test statistic indicates that we may reject the null at the 1 percent level, whereas Perron’s (1990) values 
indicate a rejection at the 2.5 percent level. Overall,  these tests confirm that these series are I(0) after 
                                                 
3 The (.4,.6) values were used. 
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the removal of deterministic components. 
         Table 3.1: Unit Root tests on GDP and Unemployment 
Variable Deterministic Components Lags 
ADF Test 
 Statistic 
P-
Value 
GDP 
 (1948:1 to 
2012:1) 
Intercept 1 2.508 0.1164 
Trend; Intercept  1 -2.473 0.3414 
Trend; Intercept; 1973:3 Break in Trend 1 3.747 * 
Zivor and Andrew: Trend; Intercept; 
1982:4 Break in Trend 2 -3.033 
* 
     
UR 
 (1948:1 to 
2012:1) 
Intercept 2 -3.394 0.012 
Intercept: 1973:3 Break 1 -4.847 * 
Zivot and Andrew: Intercept;  
1986:3 Break in Intercept     2 
-4.538 * 
    Source: Author’s Calculations 
 
The notion of hysteresis in the unemployment rate stands as another important consideration. 
Hysteresis implies that the unemployment rate’s past values determine its current value, which 
undermines the notion of a natural or structural rate of unemployment.  Another way of thinking of 
hysteresis is that the natural rate of unemployment is constantly changing with changes in the 
economy; that is, the natural rate of unemployment depends on aggregate demand. A linear form of the 
hysteresis hypothesis is equivalent to stating that the unemployment rate is I(1), because non-stationary 
series never return to their mean or, in this case, the natural rate. Although many studies have found 
evidence of a unit root in the unemployment rate for OECD countries, the null of a unit root is 
frequently rejected for the US. Cheng et al. (2011), on the other hand, lends evidence to the hysteresis 
hypothesis in the US. [see Blanchard and Summers (1988. 1986),  Liew et al. (2009), among others for 
more hysteresis in unemployment]. 
Although, the unit root tests to not suggest the presence of a cointegrated relationship. Given 
hysteresis in the unemployment, however, a cointegrating vector may arise. The basic premise of 
cointegration is that there may be a vector that when combined with a nonstationary time series 
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produces a stationary series with finite variance (see Engle and Granger, 1987). When dealing with 
multiple cointegrating variables, there may be, in fact, a cointegraing matrix. In such scenarios, a 
Johansen test must be used4. The Okun relationship serves as prime example of the two variable 
scenario, in which there is only one potential cointegrating vector. 
 3.3 Time Series Filters  
In terms of linear detrending, we follow Weber (1995) in obtaining a gap series obtained by 
predicting the residual values from a pair of regressions, for GDP and the unemployment rate. These 
predicted values for GDP are obtained from a regression of the natural logarithm of quarterly output 
(𝑙𝑔𝑑𝑝𝑡) on a trend, a quadratic trend and a structural break that occurs in the third quarter of 1973 
(Eqn. 1)5. The addition of quadratic trends to (Eqn. 1) is a modification of the detrending method used 
by Weber (1995). The addition serves to capture any curvatures in the trend of GDP and thereby better 
decompose the trend and cyclical components of the series. For the unemployment rate, we predict the 
residuals from a regression of quarterly unemployment on a time trend and a constant term (Eqn. 2).   
(1)                 𝑙𝑔𝑑𝑝𝑡 = 𝛽0 + 𝛽1𝑑1973:3 + 𝛽2𝑡 + 𝛽3𝑑1973:3𝑡 + 𝛽2𝑡
2 + 𝛽3𝑑1973:3𝑡
2 + 𝑢𝑡 
(2)                                      𝑢𝑟𝑡   =  𝛽0  +  𝑑1973:3 + 𝑢𝑡 
The HP Filter extracts the trend and cyclical components of a time series by minimizing the 
following objective function (Eqn. 3). 
(3)                   min{𝜏𝑡} ∑ (𝑦𝑡 − 𝜏𝑡)
2𝑇
𝑡=1 + 𝜆 ∑ ((𝜏𝑡+1 − 𝜏𝑡) − (𝜏𝑡 − 𝜏𝑡−1))
2𝑇
𝑡=1   
This objective function comprises two major components, a goodness of fit element (the first element) 
and a penalty for roughness element (the second element). More specifically, in terms of the first 
element, the objective function seeks to minimize the squared deviations from the actual series and, in 
terms of the second element, seeks to minimize the roughness of the trend. The parameter 𝜆  is 
determined exogenously and substantially affects the filter’s decomposition process. The larger 𝜆, the 
                                                 
4 The derivation for this test is found in the appendix. 
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larger the penalty for roughness in the series. So, when 𝜆 ⟶ ∞,  there will be no roughness in the 
trend, and it therefore will be perfectly linear. On the other hand, when  𝜆 ⟶ 0, there is no penalty for 
roughness, and the trend will follow the actual series. This paper employs a value of 1600 for 𝜆, as is 
typical with quarterly data.  
 The Baxter-King filter is a finite analog of an ideal band-pass filter. An ideal band-pass filter 
has infinite lags and leads, making it unusable when working with a sample. (Eqn, 4) presents this 
filter. 
(4)                                      𝑦𝑡
𝐵 = ∑ 𝛽𝑗(𝑦𝑡+𝑗 − 𝜇𝑦)
𝑛
𝑗=−𝑛  
In terms of moving average processes, estimation of the LHS variable is known as smoothing. The 
estimation process entails averaging of observations that are near to each other in time, under the 
assumption that they are also near in value. This process eliminates the roughness in the series and 
thereby produces a smooth trend. One drawback is that this filter approximates an infinite series and 
thereby uses 12 lags and leads. Certainly, the degrees of freedom lost causes inference problems. 
Moreover, this truncation  may cause forecasting problems. 
4. Methodology  
 
4.1 Static OLS 
This section outlines the procedures taken when specifying the Okun relationship. The central 
specifications are a static and dynamic model of the Okun relationship. The static or contemporaneous 
relationship suggests that that the Okun relationship is  not lagged and thus changes in cyclical GDP 
cause immediate changes in the unemployment rate. The static OLS estimates are obtained by the 
regression of contemporaneous cyclical unemployment on contemporaneous cyclical output: 𝑢𝑟𝑡
𝑐 =
𝛼0 + 𝛽𝑙𝑔𝑑𝑝𝑡
𝑐 + 𝑢𝑡. A Breusch-Godfrey LM test indicates that this model suffers from autocorrelation. 
Although this should be taken as evidence of dynamic misspecification, we employ a Prais-Winsten 
regression of contemporaneous cyclical unemployment on contemporaneous cyclical output (Eqn. 5). 
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This regression removes the first order autocorrelated components from the dependent and independent 
variables, rendering 𝑒𝑡~𝑖𝑖𝑑𝑁(0, 𝜎
2)  assuming that the error term is homoscedastic and the model 
follows an AR(1) process. 
(5)                    𝑢𝑟𝑡
𝑐 − 𝜌𝑢𝑟𝑡−1
𝑐 = 𝛼0(1 − 𝜌) + 𝛽(𝑙𝑔𝑑𝑝𝑡
𝑐 − 𝜌𝑙𝑔𝑑𝑝𝑡−1
𝑐 ) + 𝑒𝑡                         
The parameter 𝛽  represents the Okun coefficient with the appropriate transformation of the first 
observation  to avoid the loss in degrees of freedom. 
 4.3 Dynamic Model 
A dynamic or lagged relationship suggests that the Okun relationship is lagged and thus changes 
in output growth cause delayed changes in the unemployment rate. Such delays are especially 
noticeable in quarterly data series. Estimating the dynamic relationship, Weber (1995) uses an ARDL 
model, employing two and then four lags (Eqn. 6).  In such models, lags of the dependent variables and 
independent variables are used as additional explanatory variables. These lag structures also capture 
differences in retention and hiring practices across different length business cycles (Moosa, 1997). The 
long-run coefficient for (Eqn. 6) is estimated using (Eqn. 6a)6.  
(6) 𝑢𝑟𝑡
𝑐 = 𝛼0 +∑ 𝛽𝑖,𝑢𝑟𝑢𝑟𝑡−𝑖
𝑐𝑘
𝑖=1
+∑ 𝛽𝑖,𝑙𝑔𝑑𝑝𝑙𝑔𝑑𝑝𝑡−𝑖
𝑐
𝑘
𝑖=0
 + 𝑢𝑡 
     (6a)      𝑂𝑘𝑢𝑛 𝐶𝑜𝑒𝑓𝑓𝑖𝑐𝑖𝑒𝑛𝑡 =
∑ 𝛽𝑖,𝑙𝑔𝑑𝑝
𝑘
𝑖=0
1 −∑ 𝛽𝑖,𝑢𝑟
𝑘
𝑖=0
⁄  
Estimation of the asymmetric Okun relationship follows the methodology of Silvapulle et al. 
(2004). They use an indicator variable to partition the logarithm of cyclical GDP into two 
independent RHS variables. This partitioning allows for a non-linear component (break in the slope 
parameter) of the linear model.  This approach allows the Okun coefficient to vary across the 
regimes differentiated by the indicator variable. If the indicator variable is statistically insignificant, 
                                                 
6The derivation of long run multipliers can be found in the appendix 
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the model collapses into the symmetric specification. First, we consider potential asymmetry 
between periods of above and below trend output. (Eqn. 7) represents this specification. 𝑑1𝑡 equals 
one during periods of below trend output and zero otherwise. We also allow for a break in the 
autoregressive term, which is not shown for conciseness. 
 (7) 𝑢𝑟𝑡
𝑐 = 𝛼0 +∑ 𝛽𝑖,𝑢𝑟𝑢𝑟𝑡−𝑖
𝑐𝑘
𝑖=1
+∑ 𝛽𝑖,𝑙𝑔𝑑𝑝𝑑1𝑡𝑙𝑔𝑑𝑝𝑡−𝑖
𝑐
𝑘
𝑖=0
+ ∑ 𝛽𝑖,𝑙𝑔𝑑𝑝𝑙𝑔𝑑𝑝𝑡−𝑖
𝑐
𝑘
𝑖=0
+ 𝑢𝑡 
 Next, we consider asymmetry between periods of economic recession and expansion. This 
specification requires the addition of an interaction term between a NBER recession indicator variable 
and cyclical GDP to the symmetric ARDL model (Eqn. 8). 
(8)   𝑢𝑟𝑡
𝑐 = 𝛼0 +∑ 𝛽𝑖,𝑢𝑟𝑢𝑟𝑡−𝑖
𝑐𝑘
𝑖=1
+∑ 𝛽𝑖,𝑙𝑔𝑑𝑝𝑙𝑔𝑑𝑝𝑡−𝑖
𝑐
𝑘
𝑖=0
+ ∑ 𝛽𝑖,𝑙𝑔𝑑𝑝𝑑𝑡𝑙𝑔𝑑𝑝𝑡−𝑖
𝑐
𝑘
𝑖=0
+ 𝑢𝑡 
It is also important to note that economic recessions are an easily measured, special case of 
economic contractions. It is likely that the Okun relationship varies more generally between 
contractions and expansions rather than simply between recessions and expansions. If so, a more 
precise specification would allow for a break in the slope parameter across the business cycle. Precisely 
calculating periods of economic contraction, however, is significantly and thus restrictively difficult. 
Since recessions represent all periods of significant economic contraction, they serve as an apt proxy 
for economic contractions. 
4.4 Distribute Lag Model 
 The previous ARDL models include lags of the unemployment rate as additional explanatory 
variables.  This dynamic specification arises from the presence of both serial correlation in the residuals 
as well as the basic assumption that GDP effect unemployment in the next quarter, that is, with a lag. 
(9)             𝑢𝑟𝑡
𝑐 = 𝛼0 +∑ 𝛽𝑖,𝑙𝑔𝑑𝑝𝑙𝑔𝑑𝑝𝑡−𝑖
𝑐
𝑘
𝑖=0
+ ∑ 𝛽𝑗,𝑙𝑔𝑑𝑝𝑑1𝑡𝑙𝑔𝑑𝑝𝑡−𝑗
𝑐
𝑘
𝑗=0
+ 𝑢𝑡 
 The long-run effect of GDP on unemployment is simply ∑ 𝛽𝑗,𝑙𝑔𝑑𝑝
𝑘
𝑖=0
 during expansions plus the 
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addition of∑ 𝛽𝑗,𝑙𝑔𝑑𝑝
𝑘
𝑗=0
 for recessions. Again, the model collapses to the symmetric model if the 
interaction terms between the indicator variable and 𝑙𝑔𝑑𝑝𝑡−𝑖
𝑐  are jointly statistically insignificant. 
4.5 Error Correction Model 
 The unit root tests did not indicate that both series are I(1); however, for the sake of 
thoroughness, a potential error correction model for the Okun relationship follows. Such a model may 
be useful when presented with hysteresis in the unemployment rate. In addition, this example illustrates 
the first differences specification of the relationship. 
Given that these variables share a cointegrating vector, an error correction model explains the 
relationship between the two series, in that a lag of the difference between the series accounts for the 
change in one of the series (Granger, 2003). The Engle-Granger two-step is an interesting, simple, and 
important error correction model for scenarios involving two variables. Such error correction models 
are especially important to Keynesian and neo-Keynesian macroeconomic theory, which push ideas 
that stochastic macroeconomic variables move together in a systematic fashion or, put differently, 
maintain an equilibrium state in the long run. The Engle-Granger two-step for the Okun relationship 
follows. First, estimate (Eqn. 10). 
(10)                                            𝑢𝑟𝑡 = 𝛼0 + 𝛽𝑙𝑔𝑑𝑝𝑡 + 𝜀𝑡 
Granted that all variables satisfy the requirements stated above, a lag of the residuals from the 
regression in levels must be added to the relationship in first differences, yielding 
(11)                                 ∆𝑢𝑟𝑡 = 𝛼0 + 𝛽1∆𝑙𝑔𝑑𝑝𝑡 + 𝛽2𝜀𝑡−1 + 𝑤𝑡 
where 𝜀𝑡−1  is the error correction mechanisms, 𝛽2 is the amount of adjustment the relationship 
undergoes each period, 𝛽1 is the Okun coefficient, and 𝑤𝑡 is a Gaussian white noise error term. If 𝛽2 is 
statistically significant at the 5 percent level, the first difference specification without an error 
correction mechanism is misspecified and thereby biased. If 𝛽2 is statistically insignificant, the model 
does not require an error correction mechanism and collapses into the first difference specification. If 
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the latter is the case, 𝛽1 serves as the long-run Okun coefficient.  
 4.6 VAR model 
 Another model is an innovated VAR used by Weber (1995) that follows Blanchard (1989).  
First, two ARDL models for the natural logarithms of GDP and the unemployment rate are specified 
(Eqn, 12)(Eqn. 13) 
(12)                  𝑢𝑟𝑡
𝑐= 𝛼0 +∑ 𝛽𝑖,𝑢𝑟𝑢𝑟𝑡−𝑖
𝑐𝑘
𝑖=1
+∑ 𝛽𝑖,𝑙𝑔𝑑𝑝𝑙𝑔𝑑𝑝𝑡−𝑖
𝑐
𝑘
𝑖=1
+ 𝜀1 
(13)                 𝑙𝑔𝑑𝑝𝑡
𝑐 = 𝛼0 +∑ 𝛽𝑖,𝑢𝑟𝑢𝑟𝑡−𝑖
𝑐𝑘
𝑖=1
+∑ 𝛽𝑖,𝑙𝑔𝑑𝑝𝑙𝑔𝑑𝑝𝑡−𝑖
𝑐
𝑘
𝑖=1
+ 𝜀2 
  
The predicted residual, 𝑒2, is regressed on the predicted residuals, 𝑒1, yielding, 
 (14)                                                𝑒1 = 𝛼𝑒2 + 𝑢𝑡 
If there is no correlation between the ARDL models, the parameter 𝛼  should not be statistically 
different than zero. In this case, however, the ARDL models’ errors are not orthogonal, and  𝛼 thus 
represents an Okun coefficient. In terms of including the covariates in this model, a vector of 
coefficients and a matrix of covariates are added to (Eqn. 13). For this specification, the parameter 𝛼 
represents the cumulative effect of GDP and the covariates on unemployment. The results section 
presents an additional, conventional VAR.  
 4.7 Model with Covariates 
This component of the analysis begins by estimating the effect of various macroeconomic 
shocks on the natural logarithm of cyclical GDP, while also controlling for the unemployment rate. 
This regression shows the extent to which macroeconomic shocks affect GDP. We use an ARDL model. 
The lag length is determined using both the AIC and BIC7. After determining the number of lags, a 
Breusch-Godfrey LM test for autocorrelation showed that the lagged error terms were statistically 
                                                 
7 The values for the AIC and BIC  values for all indicated models can be found in the appendix 
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significant. If a model has a lagged dependent variable and autocorrelated error terms, it is 
asymptotically biased. In turn, additional lags of the dependent variable were added until the 
autocorrelation was eliminated. Uncertainty shock values and their lags were not individually or jointly 
significant and were thus dropped from this model. (Eqn. 16) shows this ARDL model. The matrix 𝒁 
contains the macroeconomic shocks and 𝛽𝑐𝑜𝑣𝑎𝑟𝑖𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑠 is a vector of the coefficients.  
(16)                    𝑙𝑔𝑑𝑝𝑡
𝑐 = 𝛼 + ∑ 𝛽𝑖
𝑘
𝑖=1 𝑙𝑔𝑑𝑝𝑡−𝑖
𝑐 + ∑ 𝛽𝑗
𝑘
𝑗=0 𝑢𝑟𝑡−𝑗
𝑐 + 𝒁𝛽𝑐𝑜𝑣𝑎𝑟𝑖𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑠 + 𝑢𝑡 
(Egn 16) produces a adjusted R-squared value of  0.974, and the model without covariates produces a 
R-squared of .950. This difference suggests the model with covariates better captures variation in                    
𝑙𝑔𝑑𝑝𝑡
𝑐 better than the model without covariates. 
 Capturing the effect of the covariates on the asymmetry of the Okun relationship involves 
including contemporaneous and lagged values of the covariates on the RHS of both the symmetric and 
asymmetric equations. Only the asymmetric model is shown for conciseness. Again, the number of lags 
is determined using the AIC and BIC. After establishing that the covariates explain a portion of the 
variance of GDP, they were added to the specification of Okun’s law, yielding (Eqn. 17) 
(17)𝑢𝑟𝑡
𝑐= 𝛼0 +∑ 𝛽𝑖,𝑢𝑟𝑢𝑟𝑡−𝑖
𝑐𝑘
𝑖=1
+∑ 𝛽𝑖,𝑙𝑔𝑑𝑝𝑙𝑔𝑑𝑝𝑡−𝑖
𝑐
𝑘
𝑖=1
+ ∑ 𝛽𝑗,𝑙𝑔𝑑𝑝𝑑𝑡𝑙𝑔𝑑𝑝𝑡−𝑖
𝑐𝑘
𝑗=0 + 𝒁𝛽
𝑐𝑜𝑣𝑎𝑟𝑖𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑠 + 𝜀1 
We also consider a model that allows for a break in the constant term. To do this, we include a vector of NBER 
indicator variables to (Eqn.17). This model allows for a change in the level of unemployment during recession 
periods, while also allowing for a break in the slope parameter of GDP.  
 It is important to note that different model and filtering techniques yield different significance levels for 
different macroeconomic shocks.  In turn, the process backwards elimination for each general model 
specification yields a different specific model specification. 
 4.8 Linear and Probit Probability 
An additional preliminary regression of the NBER regression dates on the contemporaneous 
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and lagged values of the macroeconomic shocks. (Eqn. 18) displays this regression8. 
 (18)                                    𝑵𝑩𝑬𝑹 = 𝒁𝛽𝑐𝑜𝑣𝑎𝑟𝑖𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑠 + 𝒖 
Note that 𝑛𝑏𝑒𝑟𝑡  is a vector of indicators for recession periods, assuming the values of 1 and 0. 
Heteroskedastic robust standard errors must be implemented when using a binary dependent variable in 
a linear regression, because the variance is guaranteed to be non-spherical. 
 In addition, this paper employs a nonlinear, probit model. A probit model is a log-likelihood 
approach to estimating the probability of an event occurring as opposed to a linear estimation. In a 
probit estimation, the cumulative distribution function is assumed to be normal. (Eqn. 19) displays this 
probit model. 
(19)                         𝑃(𝑁𝐵𝐸𝑅 = 1|𝒁) = 𝑃(𝒁𝛽𝑐𝑜𝑣𝑎𝑟𝑖𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑠 + 𝜺 > 0) 
 In theory, if the vector of coefficients, 𝛽𝑐𝑜𝑣𝑎𝑟𝑖𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑠 , and matrix of variables, 𝒁,  plus an error 
vector, 𝜺, exceeds an unspecified critical value, then 𝑁𝐵𝐸𝑅 = 1. Otherwise, 𝑁𝐵𝐸𝑅 = 0. The probit 
coefficients give the change in the z-score for a standard normal distribution associated with a unit 
change in the dependent variable and are dependent on the values for 𝒁. We evaluate the marginal 
effects at their means in computing the marginal effect. 
5. Results 
 
 Graph 5.1 displays the superimposition of NBER recession dates and calculated probabilities 
from the probit model. Except for the recessions of the late 1960s and early 2000s, the probit model 
produces relatively high probabilities for periods that coincide with NBER recession dates. In turn, we 
conclude that there is a strong relationship between these covariates and P(NBER). The relatively low 
probabilities at the beginning and end of the series reflect, in part, the absence of significant oil price 
fluctuations in those time periods.  
  
                                                 
8 The appendix presents the results for this regression 
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Graph 5.1:Probit Probability of Recession 
 
 
  Source: NBER and author’s calculations 
 
Probit predicted probabilities rarely generate values of 1 or close to 1. In turn, to calculate 
present predicted correctly, a lower value must be chosen. This paper employs a value of 0.50. With 
this value, the model correctly predicts recessions in four of the six cases (66.66 percent). Conversely, 
it incorrectly predicts recessions in three cases.  
Table 5.1 presents the marginal effect of each variable generated by the probit model. The 
model suggests that contractionary monetary policy and its lags, periods of stock market uncertainty, 
and lagged increases in oil prices increase P(NBER). A likelihood ratio test determined news shocks, 
uncertainty shocks, and taxes to be jointly insignificant. Lagged Technology shocks were statistically 
significant at the ten percent level. These findings, in general, are in line with Hamilton (1996), who 
argues that oil prices drive US economic contractions, and Romer and Romer (2004), who argue that 
contractionary monetary policy causes economic downturns. Unlike the findings of Basu, Fernald, and 
Kimball (2004) and Gali (1999), this model does not find technology shocks to be statistically 
significant or contractionary. 
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Table 5.1: Marginal Effects of Shocks on P(NBER) 
Variable Marginal Effect Variable Mean 
 𝑜𝑛𝑒𝑡 𝑟𝑦 𝑃𝑜𝑙𝑖𝑐𝑦 *** -0.9634 -0.0098 
 𝑜𝑛𝑒𝑡 𝑟𝑦 𝑃𝑜𝑙𝑖𝑐𝑦𝑡−1    -0.5539 -0.0058 
 𝑜𝑛𝑒𝑡 𝑟𝑦 𝑃𝑜𝑙𝑖𝑐𝑦𝑡−2   0.2140 -0.0060 
𝑂𝑖𝑙 𝑃𝑟𝑖𝑐𝑒 3.4709 0.0116 
𝑂𝑖𝑙 𝑃𝑟𝑖𝑐𝑒𝑡−1** 10.8868 0.0114 
𝑂𝑖𝑙 𝑃𝑟𝑖𝑐𝑒𝑡−2 8.4054 0.0114 
 𝑒𝑐 𝑛𝑜𝑙𝑜𝑔𝑦 -0.02638 0.9894 
 𝑒𝑐 𝑛𝑜𝑙𝑜𝑔𝑦𝑡−1   -0.0987 0.9525 
 𝑒𝑐 𝑛𝑜𝑙𝑜𝑔𝑦𝑡−2 -0.0204 0.9454 
 𝑛𝑐𝑒𝑟𝑡 𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑦  𝑛𝑑𝑖𝑐 𝑡𝑜𝑟    1.3297 0.0929 
* p<0.10, **p<0.05, ** p<0.01 
Source: Author’s Calculations   
 
Table 5.2 presents Okun coefficient estimates for all of the model specifications. The data used 
in this model ranges from approximately 1969:1 to 2004:4. Due to data limitations, we implement this 
truncation to match this set of models’ time period to that of the set of models with covariates. The 
forth large row, HP break, contains the estimates from the asymmetric model that includes a break in 
the constant term for periods of recession. Only the NBER estimates for this model using HP filtered 
data are presented for the sake of conciseness. 
The majority of the estimates reflect the asymmetry presented in the literature; that is, a stronger 
Okun relationship during periods of economic recession (quadratic trends ARDL(2) and ARDL(4), HP 
filtered ARDL(2) and ARDL(4), and HP Break ARDL(2)). The output gap estimators did not produce 
asymmetric estimates. The entirety of the static models did not produce asymmetric estimates. A few of 
the indictor models produced estimates that were consistent with labor hording (BK filtered ARDL(4) 
and HP break ARDL(4)). The BK filtered ARDL(4) estimates could stem from inconsistency caused by 
the presence of a lagged dependent variable and autocorrelated error terms. Models that suffer from 
autocorrelation are indicated with an asterisk. The entirety of dynamic models that used BK filtered 
data suffer from autocorrelation.  In turn, we disregard their estimates. 
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Table 5.2: Okun Coefficient Estimates  
 
 
Output Gap NBER 
 
Okun Coefficient 
Positive 
Cycles 
Negative 
Cycles 
p value Expansions Contractions p value 
(Quadratic Trends)   
Static OLS -0.259 -0.401 -0.524 0.630 -.0241 -0.271 0.164 
ARDL(2)* -0.336 -0.336 -1.160 0.828 -0.113 -0.451 0.004 
ARDL(4) -0.261 0.140 0.258 0.939 -0.036 -1.335 0.042 
ECM* -0.253 -- -- -- -- -- -- 
VAR -0.228 -- -- -- -- -- -- 
 
       
(BK Filter)    
Static OLS  -0.397 -0.411 -0.348 0.450  -0.393 -0.391 0.932 
ARDL(2)* -0.450 -0.426 0.441 0.045 -0.426 -0.441 0.045 
ARDL(4)* -0.388 -0.384 -0.329 0.095 -0.384 -0.329 0.095 
 
       
(HP Filter) 
Static OLS -0.258   -0.410 -0.386 0.803 -0.255 -0.260 0.849 
ARDL(2) -0.474 -0.428 -0.335 0.710 -0.382 -0.543 0.004 
ARDL(4) -0.489 -0.459 -0.531 0.620 -0.444 -0.448 0.005 
        
   (HP Break)     
Static OLS -0.266 --  --   -- -0.260 -0.273 0.629 
ARDL(2) -0.500 --   --  -- -0.388 -0.563 0.039 
ARDL(4) -0.504 --   --  -- -0.476 -0.409 0.029 
Source: Author’s Calculations 
 
 
Table 5.3 presents the Okun coefficient estimates after the inclusion of the covariates. Inclusion 
of the covariates reduces decreases the ability to reject asymmetry for the static, quadratic trends 
specification. This specific result could stem from the covariates increasing the standard errors of the 
estimators. The estimates from the output gap models that used BK filtered data are not plausible and 
are thus not presented. Such results could stem from autocorrelation. The VAR estimate increases in 
absolute value with the inclusion of the covariates. In terms of asymmetry between recessions and 
expansions, the inclusion of covariates eliminates the ability to reject that the two regimes are 
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statistically different at the 5 percent level for the HP filtered ARDL(2) and ARDL(4), HP break 
ARDL(4) and the quadratic trends ARDL(4). A Breusch-Godfrey LM test indicates that these models 
do not suffer from higher order autocorrelation. Overall, the inclusion of covariates explains a 
significant portion of the asymmetry across regimes. 
Table 5.3: Okun Coefficient Estimates with Covariates 
 
 
Output Gap NBER 
 
Okun Coefficient 
Positive 
Cycles 
Negative 
Cycles 
p value Expansions Contractions p value 
(Quadratic Trends)   
Static OLS* -0.399 -0.399 -0.489 0.738 - 0.329 -0.408 0.250 
ARDL(2)* -0.371 -0.643 -2.361 0.718 -0.237 -0.157 0.188 
ARDL(4) -0.123 -0.267 -0.775 0.721 -0.198 -0.512 0.388 
ECM*           -0.404 -- -- -- -- -- -- 
VAR           -0.363 -- -- -- -- -- -- 
 
       
(BK Filter)    
Static OLS  -0.393 -- -- -- -0.378 -0.365 0.563 
ARDL(2)* -0.387 -- -- -- -0.396 -0.427 0.118 
ARDL(4)* -0.337 -- -- -- -0.338 -0.303 0.000 
 
       
(HP Filter) 
Static OLS -0.401 -0.352 -0.223 0.145 -0.364 -0.507 0.031 
ARDL(2) -0.459 -0.437 -0.387 0.579 -0.383 -0.754 0.054 
ARDL(4) -0.424 -0.468 -0.600 0.597 -0.420 -0.598 0.062 
        
   (HP Break)     
Static OLS -0.364 --  --   --    -0.365 -0.366 0.851 
ARDL(2) -0.501 --   --  --    -0.408 -0.839 0.093 
ARDL(4) -0.477 --   --  --    -0.470 -0.739 0.322 
Source: Author’s calculations 
 
Additional unexpected results include a decrease in the ability to reject the null of no 
asymmetry after the inclusion of the covariates to the static OLS Prais-Winston regression using HP 
filtered data. It is important to note that the Prais-Winston method is a mechanical solution to an 
autocorrelated model, in that it does not correct for the underlying cause of the autocorrelation.  Note, 
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this model can only be used reliably when the model follows an AR(1) process. Autocorrelation is a 
form of omitted variable bias, and, in turn, models that suffer from omitted variable bias are 
misspecified. The presence of autocorrelation in the static model and the absence in the ARDL models 
therefore suggest that a dynamic model more accurately captures the true output-unemployment 
relationship.9 
 Graph 5.2 presents the impulse response function from a vector autoregression in which both 
the unemployment rate and GDP are endogenous. The effect of an increase in cyclical unemployment 
on the cyclical GDP, as displayed by the lower chart, remains negative and significantly different than 
zero for approximately five quarters following the shock. 
Graph 5.2 : VAR Impulse Response Function
 
Source: Author’s Calculations 
                                                 
9 The appendix presents AIC and BIC values for the Quadratic Trends and HP filter ARDL models with covariates 
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 The greatest effect, in absolute value, of approximately -.3 occurs following the third period 
after the shock. The effect of an increase in cyclical GDP on cyclical unemployment remains negative 
and significantly different than zero for over ten periods following the shock.  In line with the other 
graphic, the effect of a change in cyclical GDP on unemployment occurs between the third and fourth 
quarter following the shock. 
6. Policy Implications 
 In many of the specifications, the covariates explain the asymmetry between the regimes. In 
short, from this conclusion, we understand the asymmetric relationship between output and 
unemployment as a product of excluded policy and exogenous shock variables. In turn, measures, if 
feasible, could be taken to minimize the rapid increase in the unemployment rate during a recession and 
the relatively slow decrease following the trough. 
 The first variable of interest is monetary policy shocks. This variable has a clear positive 
relationship with cyclical unemployment rate and, in turn, a clear negative relationship with cyclical 
output. Romer and Romer (2004) note of their series is correlated with several macroeconomic 
variables. To test the effect of their series on GDP, they perform a regression of industrial production on 
their series. They find that their series causes lagged decreases in output for a 22 month period after the 
implementation of the shock (Romer and Romer, 2004).  
The implications of this series is multidimensional: 1) an exogenous change in the federal funds 
rate could engender an economic contraction; 2) a monetary policy shock during a period of economic 
expansion could slow output growth and thus slow or reverse a decrease in the unemployment rate; and 
3)  if agents are unsure of the Federal Reserve's intentions with respect to monetary policy during an 
economic contraction and, in turn, anticipate the FR to pursue a lower inflation target, they may be 
hesitant to rehire in the face of positive economic growth. 
The last point suggests that the Fed’s monetary policy reactions to inflation should be 
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transparent. Prior to Bernanke’s nomination as Chairman of the Federal Reserve, the organization’s 
inflation intentions were unclear. In short, the Federal Reserve should carry transparent inflation 
intentions, so that they reduce potential asymmetric unemployment movements caused by their policy 
regimes. 
 Barskey and Sims (2010) find that news shocks do not generally cause large output declines but 
rather significant fluctuations in medium frequencies. These types of shocks are random and, in turn, 
do not carry any significant policy implications.  They could, however, explain a portion of the 
asymmetry in the Okun relationship. Barskey and Sims (2010) find that the news shocks immediately 
decrease hours worked. If a news shock is the leading variable during a period of economic contraction, 
the contraction would exhibit qualities of labor hording rather than the more common finding of risk 
aversion. 
 Contrary to the findings of other macroeconomic studies, Basu et al. (2004) find technology 
shock series to be initially contractionary. Similar to Barskey and Sims (2010), they find technology 
shocks to cause a contemporaneous decrease in hours worked. If the effect on hours was strong enough, 
it could produce a weaker Okun relationship during a period of economic contraction than a contraction 
that was guided by another macroeconomic variable that did not affect hours worked. It could also 
produce the type of asymmetry potentially caused by news shocks. 
 The effect of Kilian’s and Park’s (2007) measure of oil supply shocks was not significantly 
different than zero, as shown by the impulse response function in the appendix. At any rate, however, 
inclusion of variables that affect stock market volatility should be considered when specifying the 
Okun relationship, because they potentially affect employers’ hiring practices. Although, Bloom’s 
(2009) uncertainty shock values and indicators were statistically insignificant in the linear models, the 
probit model found the uncertainty indicators to be a statistically significant determinate of recessions. 
In general, the Federal government could take steps to mitigate stock market uncertainty and, in turn, 
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the onset and deepening of recessions. In so doing, they could mitigate upward movements in the 
unemployment rate. For example, Lehman Brothers filing bankruptcy in fall of 2008 after failing to 
receive a Federal bailout led to the Dow Jones Industrial Average closing at its lowest value since 1997 
on March 9th 2009. Detailing the exact relationship between Lehman Brothers’ collapse and stock 
market values is outside the scope of this paper. At any rate, however, as IMF (2010) suggests as well, 
financial crises put upward pressure on the unemployment rate. In turn, if the Federal government 
adopts a consistent practice of bailing out large publically traded companies, they could reduce upward 
movements in the unemployment rate across the business cycle. 
 Hamilton (1996) concludes that oil price shocks are positively correlated with economic 
contractions and, moreover, generally drive US recessions. This clear association speaks to this series 
inclusion in the estimation of Okun’s law.  The presence of this series could account for industry 
specific unemployment caused by the increase in the price of oil and thereby its exclusion might bias 
the Okun coefficient upwards in absolute value. Moreover, as shown by the probit model presented 
earlier, oil prices significantly increase the probability of recession. In turn, the adoption of alternative 
fuels and energy sources (natural gas, solar, wind, bio diesel, among others) would insulate the US 
economy from the contractionary effects of oil prices.  Government funding for and the adoption of 
these alternative sources of energy would partially mitigate the upward movement in the 
unemployment rate during economic contractions resulting from oil price shocks and, more 
importantly, decrease the probability of entering into recession. 
7. Asymmetry in Okun’s Law and the Phillips Curve 
 Following, Mankiw  (2012), we algebraically derive the Phillips curve from the Okun 
relationship. Starting from the aggregate supply equation: 𝑃𝑟𝑖𝑐𝑒𝑠 = 𝑃𝑟𝑖𝑐𝑒𝑠𝑒 + (
1
𝛼
)(𝑌 − ?̅?); that is, 
current prices equals expected priced plus (
1
𝛼
) times the deviation of the short run aggregate supply 
(SRAS) curve from the long run aggregate supply (LRAS) curve.  Subtracting  the last periods price 
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level from both sides of the equation  puts the relationship in terms of inflation and expected inflation : 
𝜋 = 𝜋𝑒 + (
1
𝛼
) (𝑌 − ?̅?) + 𝜀, where the parameter 𝜀 allows for supply shocks to effect the price level. 
Lastly, using the output gap specification of the Okun’s law, we put this equation in terms of 
unemployment:  :𝜋 = 𝜋𝑒 − 𝛽(𝑢 − 𝑢𝑛) + 𝜀, yielding the basic Phillips curve. 
Since these relationship are interrelated, an analysis of the Phillips Curve, the short-run negative 
relationship between unemployment and inflation, naturally follows an analysis of the Okun 
relationship. In the Okun relationship, a change in GDP results in a change in unemployment, because 
labor plays a central role in the production process. Although there is variability, albeit at times 
considerable, the relationship is consistently negative. The Phillips curve, on the other hand, has not 
experienced the same empirical stability. The early 1970s and 1980s, for example, saw periods of high 
unemployment and inflation. These periods of positive correlation undermine an understanding of the 
relationship as consistently negative, as seen in the 1960s.  
In terms of the theoretical unemployment-inflation relationship, high unemployment decreases 
aggregate demand and thereby reduces inflation and vice versa. The AS-AD model provides a stylized 
illustration of these changes: since the SRAS curve has a slope of less than 1 and greater than zero, any 
change in the aggregate demand curve should have an effect on the price level (inflation). 
 This aspect of the SRAS curve has output implications as well. The asymmetric relationship 
between output and unemployment naturally yields an asymmetric Phillips curve. 
 When speaking of an asymmetric Phillips curve, the literature refers to a convex (or sometimes 
concave) as opposed to linear model. In terms of a convex Phillips curve, this asymmetry is between 
expansionary and contractionary monetary policy shocks. With convexity, the former has a stronger 
effect on inflation than the latter. Conversely, a linear Phillips curve has a constant trade-off between 
inflation and unemployment along the curve. Putting the asymmetry in more general terms, high 
unemployment and tepid GDP growth correlate with low aggregate demand, and, in turn, low 
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unemployment and high GDP growth correlate with high aggregate demand. Moreover, the former case 
generally correlates with low rates of inflation and the latter with high rates of inflation. In short, 
inflation has a larger in absolute value effect on below-NAIRU unemployment than on above-NAIRU 
unemployment.  
The sacrifice ratio, the cost in term GDP of a contractionary policy, contextualizes these 
movements within the Okun relationship. The evidence suggests a stronger Okun relationship in 
periods of economic contraction, one partly due to monetary policy across the business cycle, and, by 
extension, one would expect a higher cost in terms of unemployment for contractionary monetary 
policy and a lower cost in terms of unemployment for expansionary policy. 
The sacrifice ratio refers specifically to contractionary policies that, in turn, decrease GDP 
growth. Naturally, expansionary monetary policy would have a positive effect on GDP growth. 
Examples of such policies follow. An contractionary policy would be for the Federal Reserve to 
increase interest rates and thereby raise the opportunity costs of consumption and investment. 
Conversely, if the Federal Reserve lowers interest rates or increases the money supply, the opportunity 
cost of consumption and investment would decrease and, in turn, GDP growth would increase. 
Therefore, if the Okun relationship is asymmetric, these two policy regimes would have different 
impacts on unemployment in absolute value. 
 Aside from the theories that suggest the Phillips Curve is convex, the relationship has 
undergone various theoretical modifications through the inclusions of demand and supply innovations 
and rational expectations, inertia, information rigidities, sticky information and sticky prices. Gordon 
(2009) cites Phelps (1967, 1968) account that a mixture of incorrect inflation expectations on both the 
part of the worker and the firm lowers the unemployment rate. Gordon (2009) and Dotsey and King 
(1998) cite Lucas’ (1972, 1973) introduction of rational expectations in the Phillips Curve. Dotsey and 
King (1998) provide a concise example of the Lucas (1972, 1973) model; if agents anticipate a change 
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in prices in relation to a monetary policy change, aggregate demand will not change, and thereby, there 
is short-run monetary neutrality. Only if there is a perceived change in relative prices, output and 
unemployment will change because of a monetary policy shock. This view, like many of the Phillips 
curve models, however, has undergone significant scrutiny in the literature. 
 Another central addition involves adaptive inflation expectations, which assigns agents with the 
expectation 𝜋𝑒 = 𝜋𝑡−1; that is, expectations of inflation next period depend solely on inflation lagged 
one period.  
 Gordon (2009) divides modern Phillips curve literature into “mainstream” models, which utilize 
generalized inertia, long-run monetary neutrality, and supply shocks, and neo-Keynesian  models, 
which utilize forward-looking rational expectations of nominal and real changes. Sticky information 
and prices are thus associated with “mainstream”  models because they involve backward-looking 
understandings of inflation. 
 Coibion (2007) serves as a prime example of testing the neo-Keysian Phillips curve against 
“mainstream” models. He finds evidence for a neo-Keysian Phillips curve over a sticky-information 
Phillips curve, on the basis that the information and price rigidities are statistically insignificant in a 
series of model specifications. Moreover, their paper notes that a  sticky-information Phillips curve put 
too much weight on past values of inflation, causing empirically invalidity for certain time periods. The 
point concerning inflation inertia will be relevant to the specification of an asymmetric Phillips Curve. 
 For the period from 2007:4 to 2012:1, we construct a stylized model of the economy through 
specifying reduced form equations for the Phillips curve and Okun's Law by substituting the aggregate 
demand equation into stylized equations for the first two relationships. (Eqn. 20), (Eqn. 21) and (Eqn. 
22) respectively present the equations for these relationships. It is important to note that these equations 
are approximations, because they are specified as structural. 
(20)                                          𝑢𝑡 − 𝑢𝑡−1 = 𝛽𝑖(𝑔𝑦𝑡 − 2.75%) 
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(21)                                           𝜋𝑡 − 𝜋𝑡−1 = −(𝑢𝑡 − 6.16%) 
(22)                                                 𝑔𝑦𝑡 = 𝑔𝑚𝑡 − 𝜋𝑡 
 (Eqn. 20) represents the change in unemployment that will result from a deviation of output 
from its trend, and (Eqn. 21) represents the change in inflation resulting from a deviation of 
unemployment from its natural rate. Averages of the unemployment rate and GDP growth from 1975:1 
to 2012:1 respectively serve as the natural rate of unemployment and GDP’s trend growth rate.  (Eqn 
22.) represents the aggregate demand equation, which reflects real growth in the economy; that is, the 
growth rate of the money supply minus the inflation rate. Granted that 𝛽𝑖 varies between recessions and 
expansions, algebraic substitution produces two sets of reduced form equations. Values for 𝛽𝑖 are taken 
from the full sample (1948:1 to 2012:1) ARDL(2) model. The reduced form equations for these 
relationships during periods of recession follow (Eqn. 23)(Eqn. 24). 
 (23)          𝑢𝑡 =  6.16% + (
5
7
) [𝑢𝑡−1 − 6.16%) + (
2
7
) [𝜋𝑡−1 − (𝑔𝑚𝑡 − 2.75%)] 
= 6.16% + (
5
7
) 𝑥1 + (
2
7
) 𝑥2 
 (24) 𝜋𝑡 = (𝑔𝑚𝑡 − 2.75%) – (
5
7
)[𝑢𝑡−1 −  6.16%] + (5/7)[𝜋𝑡−1  −  (𝑔𝑚𝑡 − 2.75%)]  
= (𝑔𝑚𝑡 − 2.75%) − (
5
7
)𝑥3 + (
5
7
)𝑥4 
During periods of economic expansion the coefficients on 𝑥1, which represents deviations of 𝑢𝑡−1 from 
the natural rate of unemployment, and 𝑥2 , which represents deviations of 𝜋𝑡−1  from the difference 
between the growth rate of the money supply and the average growth rate of GDP,  respectively change 
to (10/13) and (3/10). Those for 𝑥3 and 𝑥4, both of which equate to 𝑥1 and 𝑥2, change to (10/13). 
 Table 8.1 presents the real and simulated values for these variables for the period between 
2007:4 and 2012:1. The values for money supply growth and the inflation rate were respectively taken 
from the Federal Reserve Bank of Cleveland and The Federal Reserve Bank of St. Louis. 
Clearly, there are many drawbacks to this simulation. Although it captures unemployment 
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dynamics better than the symmetric simulation model, its calculations generally lack precision. Its 
shortcomings could be rooted in theory. The Phillips Curve equation implies that expected inflation 
depends on last period’s inflation. A potential modifications may be to expand backward-looking 
inflation expectations across a larger period, so that the model captures long-term inflation trends. In 
the same vein, the model could place weights on the effect of past inflation on current inflation. 
Moreover, the model could incorporate neo-Keysian innovations such as the addition of future-looking 
inflation expectation variable (see Laxton et al., 1999). Although Laxton et al. (1999) found this 
variable statistically insignificant in their study, such a finding could result from model specification, 
time period, second-order bias, or larger methodological issues. They also suggest including a lower-
bound on the unemployment rate because of capacity constraints. 
The inclusion of generalized backward-looking inflation expectations and inflation expectations 
to the model would dampen the fluctuations in the inflation simulation and, in turn, force the model to 
better fit the data. Moreover, this model places too much significance on the effect of money supply 
growth on the inflation rate. In the simulated model, spikes in the growth rate of the money supply 
cause drastic increases in inflation, and, in turn, decreases in the unemployment rate. This feature 
results in rapid decreases in the unemployment rate beginning in 201l:1. In reality, however, the 
inflation rate is much less sensitive to changes in the growth rate of the model supply. Placing a lower 
bound on the unemployment rate would also partially correct for this problem. In the real data, inflation 
experiences modest increases, and, in turn, unemployment experiences modest decreases. This flaw in 
the simulation, in particular, illustrates that changes in monetary policy do not necessitate changes in 
inflation. In turn, this model lends support to an expectations based Phillips Curve. 
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Table 8.1: Real and Simulated Unemployment and Inflation 
Period Real UR(%) 
Real 
Inflation(%) 
Simulated 
UR(%) 
Simulated 
Inflation(%) g_mt NAIRU(%) 
2007(4) 4.8 3.2975 4.8 4.8881      -- 6.16 
2008(1) 5 3.1559 5.4 5.3068 6.1 6.16 
2008(2) 5.3 2.7704 5.9 5.2213 6.5 6.16 
2008(3) 6 3.4411 6.3 4.6769 6.5 6.16 
2008(4) 6.9 1.6995 6.7 4.3781 6.2 6.16 
2009(1) 8.3 2.2216 6.2 4.801 8.3 6.16 
2009(2) 9.3 1.0545 5.4 5.8639 9.7 6.16 
2009(3) 9.6 0.8437 5.2 6.4809 8.1 6.16 
2009(4) 9.9 0.1795 5.6 6.057 5.4 6.16 
2010(1) 9.8 0.46 6.8 3.9688 2 6.16 
2010(2) 9.6 0.9076 8.7 0.9007 1.9 6.16 
2010(3) 9.5 1.1983 9.6 1.9457 2.6 6.16 
2010(4) 9.6 2.0301 9.1 3.6024 3.3 6.16 
2011(1) 9 1.9551 7.6 3.4729 4.6 6.16 
2011(2) 9.1 2.8839 5.6 1.6572 5.4 6.16 
2011(3) 9.1 2.3516 3.9 1.9493 9.2 6.16 
2011(4) 8.7 2.3103 1.9 6.299 9.6 6.16 
2012(1) 8.2 3.2975 1.4 4.888 10.1 6.16 
Source: Bureau of Labor Statistics, FRB of Cleveland, FRB of St. Louis; Author’s Calculations 
  
8. Conclusion  
 This paper approaches Okun’s law using additional explanatory variables, in an attempt to test 
the overly simplistic physiological explanations (labor hording or risk aversion) for the asymmetric 
Okun relationship. In certain model specifications, as proven by the joint statistical insignificance of 
the break in the coefficient variables, the covariates explain the asymmetry in the relationship between 
periods of economic contraction and expansion. In turn, we conclude that policy decisions and 
exogenous shocks drive this asymmetry, and, in turn, policy changes may help to mitigate asymmetric 
unemployment movements along the business cycle. More generally, these findings motivate the 
inclusion of additional explanatory variables when estimating Okun’s Law. Furthermore, these 
additional explanatory variable approaches provide descriptive evidence of the relationship between 
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output, unemployment, and other macroeconomic variables. These descriptive findings, in turn, equip 
forecasters with a more nuanced understanding of the output-unemployment relationship and thereby 
allow them to make more informed unemployment forecasts. We also highlight the presence of 
autocorrelation and thus dynamic misspecification in many of the models. Certainly, the effects of 
macroeconomic shocks on unemployment dynamics should be considered before proposing a 
breakdown in Okun’s Law. 
Future Research 
 One potential area of further research would be to test the effects of data aggregation on the 
estimation of a dynamic Okun relationship. Certainly, a contemporaneous relationship makes logical 
sense, in that reductions in GDP cause immediate decreases in unemployment granted that there were 
no decreases in productivity and labor serves as an input in the production process. Or, alternatively, a 
factory closing would cause an immediate decrease in GDP and an immediate increase in the 
unemployment rate. These changes are clearly contemporaneous but data collection and aggregation 
methods may produce false dynamics in their movements if there are lags in unemployment filings but 
immediate adjustments to GDP.  
Theory suggests that there could be potential dynamics as well. When GDP decreases and 
unemployment increase contemporaneously, worker’s incomes and, in turn, spending decreases, which 
causes more unemployment. This would be a potential dynamic in the relationship, but, since the effect 
of the decreased income is spread across all agents, the effect of the contemporaneous increase in 
unemployment would be greater in absolute value than the dynamics. In short, the movements of the 
Okun relationship potentially comprise a strong, contemporaneous (first order) effect  and a weaker, 
dynamic (second order) effect.  
In turn, an analysis of different data aggregation techniques and discrepancies between data of 
different frequencies may uncover false dynamics in the Okun relationship and thereby methodological 
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problems in the literature. 
Another potential area of future research would be to incorporate macroeconomic shocks 
variables in an Okun relationship model that determines regimes endogenously, as opposed to the 
exogenous NBER determination. To do this, a probabilistic equation is specified((  𝜋1𝑓(𝑥1) +
𝜋2𝑓(𝑥2)). 𝜋1 and 𝜋2 represent probabilities (weights) and must sum to one. 𝑓(𝑥𝑖) represents a normal 
probability density function with mean 𝛽0 + 𝛽𝑖𝑥𝑖 +⋯+ 𝛽𝑖𝑥𝑖 and variance 𝜎
2. The probability of being 
in either regime is thus 
𝑛(𝑎)
𝑛(𝑠)
, 𝜋1𝑓(𝑥1 )/( 𝜋1𝑓(𝑥1) + 𝜋2𝑓(𝑥2)).  If the values of the macroeconomic 
shocks along the business cycle are used to determine the values of 𝜋1 and 𝜋2, the model may better 
endogenously determine whether the specified period is an economic contraction or expansion. 
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Appendix 
 Derivations of long run multipliers for time series data follows. Consider 𝑦𝑡 = 𝜙𝑦𝑡−1  +  𝑤𝑡. 
This equation implies the following table 
t Equation 
 
0 𝑦0  =  𝜙𝑦−1  + 𝑤0 
1 𝑦1  =  𝜙𝑦0  + 𝑤1 
2 𝑦2  =  𝜙𝑦1  + 𝑤2 
.         
 
. 
  
n 𝑦𝑡  =  𝜙𝑦𝑡−1  + 𝑤𝑡 
 
 
Then by expanding from the initial condition, 
𝑦1  =  𝜙𝑦0  +  𝑤1 
=  𝜙(𝜙𝑦−1  +  𝑤0 )  +  𝑤1 
𝑦2  =  𝜙𝑦1  + 𝑤2 
=  𝜙(𝜙2 𝑦−1  +  𝜙𝑤0  + 𝑤1 )  +  𝑤2 
= 𝜙3 𝑦−1  +  𝜙
2 𝑤0  +  𝜙𝑤1  +   𝑤2 
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𝑦𝑡  =  𝜙
𝑡+1 𝑦−1 + 𝜙
𝑡  𝑤0  + 𝜙
𝑡−1 𝑤1  +  𝜙
𝑡−2 𝑤2  + · · ·  + 𝜙𝑤𝑡−1  +  𝑤𝑡 
𝜕𝑦𝑡
𝜕𝑤0
 = 𝜙𝑡 is the dynamic or long run multiplier and ∑ 𝑤𝑖
𝑡
𝑖=0  is known as the history of the input. (Eqn. 
6a) is an application of this process to estimating the Okun coefficient. 
 When the number of variables, n, is greater than two, the Johansen test for cointegration must 
be used instead of the Engle-Granger method. Consider the following equation, where the parameter 𝐴1 
is a potentially cointegrating matrix. 
𝑥𝑡 = 𝐴1𝑥𝑡−1 + 𝜀𝑡 
𝑥𝑡 − 𝑥𝑡−1 = 𝐴1𝑥𝑡−1 − 𝑥𝑡−1 + 𝜀𝑡 
∆𝑥𝑡 = (𝐴1 −  )𝑥𝑡−1 + 𝜀𝑡 
= 𝜋𝑥𝑡−1 + 𝜀𝑡 
Where 𝜋 equals (𝐴1 −  ), the cointegrating matrix minus the identity matrix. If r(𝜋) = 0, there are no 
cointegating equation and the system can be estimated in first differences. If r(𝜋) = 𝑛, all variables are 
stationary and should be estimated by a VAR in levels. Lastly, if r(𝜋) < 𝑛, some variables are 
cointegrated, and the relationship should be estimated by a vector error correction mechanism in first 
differences. 
Table A.1: Raw Data 
Period UR GDP News Shocks: Technology Shocks: Oil Price: 
1948 3.7 1821.8 . . . 
1948.25 3.7 1855.3 . . . 
1948.5 3.8 1865.3 . . . 
1948.75 3.8 1868.2 . . . 
1949 4.6 1842.2 . . . 
1949.25 5.9 1835.5 . . . 
1949.5 6.7 1856.1 . . . 
1949.75 7 1838.7 . . . 
1950 6.4 1913 . . . 
1950.25 5.6 1971.2 . . . 
1950.5 4.6 2048.4 . . . 
1950.75 4.2 2084.4 . . . 
1951 3.5 2110.7 . . 0 
1951.25 3.1 2145.7 . . 0 
1951.5 3.2 2188.5 . . 0 
1951.75 3.4 2192.2 . . 0 
1952 3.1 2214.3 . 1.49 0 
52 
 
1952.25 3 2216.7 . -0.73 0 
1952.5 3.2 2231.6 . -2.62 0 
1952.75 2.8 2305.3 . 5.22 0 
1953 2.7 2348.4 . 5.8 0 
1953.25 2.6 2366.2 . 6.07 0.030943662 
1953.5 2.7 2351.8 . 4.05 0 
1953.75 3.7 2314.6 . 2.17 0 
1954 5.2 2303.5 . 2.19 0 
1954.25 5.8 2306.4 . 3.56 0 
1954.5 6 2332.4 . 1.87 0 
1954.75 5.4 2379.1 . 0.5 0 
1955 4.7 2447.7 . 2.13 0 
1955.25 4.4 2488.1 . -0.96 0 
1955.5 4.1 2521.4 . -2.09 0 
1955.75 4.2 2535.5 . -3.05 0 
1956 4 2523.9 . -2.52 0 
1956.25 4.2 2543.8 . 1.79 0 
1956.5 4.1 2540.6 . -1.5 0 
1956.75 4.1 2582.1 . 7.11 0 
1957 4 2597.9 . 2.73 0.028313559 
1957.25 4.1 2591.7 . 1.4 0 
1957.5 4.2 2616.6 . 7.32 0 
1957.75 4.9 2589.1 . 4.61 0 
1958 6.3 2519 . -5.19 0 
1958.25 7.4 2534.5 . 3.52 0 
1958.5 7.3 2593.9 . 4.47 0 
1958.75 6.4 2654.3 . 0 0 
1959 5.8 2708 . -1.98 0 
1959.25 5.1 2776.4 . -0.04 0 
1959.5 5.3 2773.1 . -1.31 0 
1959.75 5.6 2782.8 . 2.07 0 
1960 5.2 2845.3 . 14.16 0 
1960.25 5.2 2832 . -2.26 0 
1960.5 5.6 2836.6 . 4.17 0 
1960.75 6.3 2800.2 . -3.43 0 
1961 6.8 2816.9 -0.93695 1.88 0 
1961.25 7 2869.6 0.36254 8.48 0 
1961.5 6.8 2915.9 -1.9641 0.5 0 
1961.75 6.2 2975.3 -1.3054 1.77 0 
1962 5.6 3028.7 0.92474 2.86 0 
1962.25 5.5 3062.1 0.0085082 1.99 0 
1962.5 5.6 3090.4 1.0898 4.93 0 
1962.75 5.5 3097.9 1.6243 2.57 0 
1963 5.8 3138.4 -2.1521 3.72 0 
1963.25 5.7 3177.7 -0.67935 2.9 0 
1963.5 5.5 3237.6 0.29373 7.27 0 
1963.75 5.6 3262.2 0.97928 0.65 0 
1964 5.5 3335.4 -0.84128 6.29 0 
1964.25 5.2 3373.7 0.1946 1.14 0 
1964.5 5 3419.5 1.2184 3.22 0 
1964.75 5 3429 0.53627 -3.46 0 
1965 4.9 3513.3 -0.65507 5.28 0 
1965.25 4.7 3560.9 0.16666 -1.25 0 
1965.5 4.4 3633.2 1.9978 5.82 0 
1965.75 4.1 3720.8 -0.98333 5.31 0 
1966 3.9 3812.2 -1.7527 6.67 0 
1966.25 3.8 3824.9 -0.047022 -1.81 0 
1966.5 3.8 3850 -0.32359 1.08 0.005659446 
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1966.75 3.7 3881.2 0.57875 3.57 0 
1967 3.8 3915.4 0.043946 3.89 0.003350112 
1967.25 3.8 3916.2 0.51965 1.92 0 
1967.5 3.8 3947.5 0.57596 0.37 0.007688424 
1967.75 3.9 3977.6 -0.01308 0.26 0 
1968 3.7 4059.5 0.091747 6.64 0 
1968.25 3.5 4128.5 -1.2014 1.99 0 
1968.5 3.5 4156.7 -0.64333 -2.76 0 
1968.75 3.4 4174.7 1.4601 -3.48 0 
1969 3.4 4240.5 0.020158 0.02 0.018992478 
1969.25 3.4 4252.8 -0.59602 -2.4 0.010101783 
1969.5 3.6 4279.7 -1.0922 0.44 0 
1969.75 3.6 4259.6 0.60414 -1.19 0 
1970 4.2 4252.9 0.14119 2.45 0 
1970.25 4.8 4260.7 0.4853 5.36 0 
1970.5 5.2 4298.6 1.2501 7.14 0 
1970.75 5.8 4253 -0.29027 -3.65 0.020266733 
1971 5.9 4370.3 -0.10625 10.5 0 
1971.25 5.9 4395.1 0.22978 -1.64 0 
1971.5 6 4430.2 1.591 0.86 0 
1971.75 6 4442.5 -0.22473 -5.42 0 
1972 5.8 4521.9 1.8206 2.39 0 
1972.25 5.7 4629.1 -0.41075 7.24 0 
1972.5 5.6 4673.5 0.069401 -0.75 0 
1972.75 5.3 4750.5 0.37093 2.53 0 
1973 5 4872 -2.0888 6.34 0 
1973.25 4.9 4928.4 -1.4031 0.05 0 
1973.5 4.8 4902.1 -0.66852 -6.4 0.063725786 
1973.75 4.8 4948.8 -0.47551 2.21 0 
1974 5.1 4905.4 -2.0394 -4.14 0.28419571 
1974.25 5.2 4918 -0.59943 4.19 0 
1974.5 5.6 4869.4 0.56185 -0.78 0 
1974.75 6.6 4850.2 0.99047 4.24 0.032936975 
1975 8.2 4791.2 1.8899 2.99 0 
1975.25 8.9 4827.8 -0.87589 4.83 0 
1975.5 8.5 4909.1 0.69964 2.6 0 
1975.75 8.3 4973.3 -0.97686 -1.17 0 
1976 7.7 5086.3 0.65885 3.37 0.026956499 
1976.25 7.6 5124.6 1.4601 -0.42 0.001922818 
1976.5 7.7 5149.7 1.9446 -1.62 0.044304978 
1976.75 7.8 5187.1 3.1124 1.69 0 
1977 7.5 5247.3 0.08805 2.77 0 
1977.25 7.1 5351.6 -1.5878 3.06 0 
1977.5 6.9 5447.3 -0.64511 4.66 0.022037008 
1977.75 6.6 5446.1 -0.86949 -5.95 0 
1978 6.3 5464.7 0.065835 -4.38 0 
1978.25 6 5679.7 -2.9583 7.67 0 
1978.5 6 5735.4 -0.026032 -1.43 0 
1978.75 5.9 5811.3 -0.97551 0.62 0 
1979 5.9 5821 -0.21181 -1.92 0.021723212 
1979.25 5.7 5826.4 -0.63992 0.73 0.062172945 
1979.5 5.9 5868.3 -1.6571 2.67 0.133405251 
1979.75 5.9 5884.5 0.40997 0.93 0.043778667 
1980 6.3 5903.4 -0.62213 1.83 0.052115357 
1980.25 7.3 5782.4 0.76869 -8.4 0.012904837 
1980.5 7.7 5771.7 -0.37655 -3.34 0 
1980.75 7.4 5878.4 -0.44891 1.56 0 
1981 7.4 6000.6 0.22967 4.28 0 
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1981.25 7.4 5952.7 -0.069305 -6.39 0 
1981.5 7.4 6025 -0.90378 4.88 0 
1981.75 8.2 5950 0.6869 -4.79 0 
1982 8.8 5852.3 1.6952 -2.18 0 
1982.25 9.4 5884 -1.4606 3.34 0 
1982.5 9.9 5861.4 1.0437 -0.73 0 
1982.75 10.7 5866 2.1892 0.08 0 
1983 10.4 5938.9 -0.18516 -0.44 0 
1983.25 10.1 6072.4 0.88245 2.36 0 
1983.5 9.4 6192.2 -0.15735 -1.4 0 
1983.75 8.5 6320.2 0.89882 1.4 0 
1984 7.9 6442.8 0.50869 2.52 0 
1984.25 7.5 6554 -0.062082 4.99 0 
1984.5 7.4 6617.7 0.79021 3.35 0 
1984.75 7.3 6671.6 0.27331 2.54 0 
1985 7.3 6734.5 -0.54181 2.35 0 
1985.25 7.3 6791.5 0.62286 1.3 0 
1985.5 7.2 6897.6 1.3158 5.11 0 
1985.75 7 6950 0.30531 0.21 0.022462565 
1986 7 7016.8 1.8174 2.57 0 
1986.25 7.2 7045 0.57346 1.1 0 
1986.5 7 7112.9 -0.25251 2.07 0 
1986.75 6.8 7147.3 0.40968 -1.02 0 
1987 6.6 7186.9 -1.9968 -1.76 0 
1987.25 6.3 7263.3 0.2549 1.44 0.02375434 
1987.5 6 7326.3 0.47172 -0.94 0.021285025 
1987.75 5.9 7451.7 -0.21501 2.67 0 
1988 5.7 7490.2 0.80568 -0.49 0 
1988.25 5.5 7586.4 -1.6537 1.25 0 
1988.5 5.5 7625.6 1.4825 0.5 0 
1988.75 5.3 7727.4 -0.73323 1.45 0 
1989 5.2 7799.9 -0.66148 0.47 0.028062293 
1989.25 5.2 7858.3 -0.91489 -0.38 0.026278473 
1989.5 5.3 7920.6 0.12876 -0.46 0 
1989.75 5.4 7937.9 0.7213 -1.44 0.00075959 
1990 5.3 8020.8 0.1976 3.03 0.023686088 
1990.25 5.3 8052.7 -0.16088 1.33 0 
1990.5 5.7 8052.6 -1.739 0.95 0.132449861 
1990.75 6.1 7982 -0.88381 -3.97 0.021412638 
1991 6.6 7943.4 1.0344 -1.29 0 
1991.25 6.8 7997 -0.03769 3.31 0 
1991.5 6.9 8030.7 -0.41891 -0.04 0 
1991.75 7.1 8062.2 -1.4808 -0.2 0 
1992 7.4 8150.7 -0.12077 4.05 0 
1992.25 7.6 8237.3 -0.42102 1.06 0 
1992.5 7.6 8322.3 0.61503 2.92 0 
1992.75 7.4 8409.8 0.94592 2.97 0 
1993 7.2 8425.3 -0.35258 -3.11 0 
1993.25 7.1 8479.2 -1.5742 -2.08 0 
1993.5 6.8 8523.8 -0.78181 -1.2 0 
1993.75 6.6 8636.4 -0.15814 1.91 0 
1994 6.6 8720.5 0.71829 0.4 0 
1994.25 6.2 8839.8 -1.7789 -0.4 0 
1994.5 6 8896.7 -1.1872 -1.37 0.009986973 
1994.75 5.6 8995.5 1.172 4.81 0 
1995 5.5 9017.6 -0.91004 0.39 0 
1995.25 5.7 9037 -0.10011 1.71 0.003711239 
1995.5 5.7 9112.9 -0.84238 2.8 0 
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1995.75 5.6 9176.4 0.66332 3.65 0 
1996 5.5 9239.3 -0.58228 2.49 0.024102986 
1996.25 5.5 9399 -0.68113 2.94 0.032818234 
1996.5 5.3 9480.8 0.82886 -1.41 0.005887453 
1996.75 5.3 9584.3 -0.29651 -1.33 0.018906106 
1997 5.2 9658 -0.70686 -3.34 0 
1997.25 5 9801.2 0.23698 2.45 0 
1997.5 4.9 9924.2 0.59726 1.69 0 
1997.75 4.7 10000.3 0.075735 0.26 0 
1998 4.6 10094.8 0.4342 1.83 0 
1998.25 4.4 10185.6 0.062553 -0.3 0 
1998.5 4.5 10320 1.1009 3.04 0 
1998.75 4.4 10498.6 -1.4231 1.68 0 
1999 4.3 10592.1 0.97542 1.35 0 
1999.25 4.3 10674.9 -0.33953 -1.49 0.049093451 
1999.5 4.2 10810.7 0.17594 0.35 0.096266464 
1999.75 4.1 11004.8 0.81038 4.35 0.029375816 
2000 4 11033.6 1.9796 -2.76 0.045451746 
2000.25 3.9 11248.8 0.66804 6.5 0.020961755 
2000.5 4 11258.3 0.71567 -1.43 0.020805209 
2000.75 3.9 11325 0.066379 3.36 0.005077232 
2001 4.2 11287.8 -0.93238 -1.45 0 
2001.25 4.4 11361.7 0.84993 2.79 0 
2001.5 4.8 11330.4 0.47271 -1.65 0 
2001.75 5.5 11370 1.2061 2.63 0 
2002 5.7 11467.1 0.30268 2.23 0 
2002.25 5.8 11528.1 -1.0081 -0.24 0 
2002.5 5.7 11586.6 -0.3328 2.8 0.025680645 
2002.75 5.8 11590.6 -0.32071 -1.05 0 
2003 5.9 11638.9 -0.6848 1.66 0.063254952 
2003.25 6.2 11737.5 2.3586 4.92 0 
2003.5 6.1 11930.7 -1.3055 7.56 0 
2003.75 5.8 12038.6 0.38529 -2.46 0 
2004 5.7 12117.9 -0.24565 1.02 0.018839512 
2004.25 5.6 12195.9 0.99858 2.77 0.03048159 
2004.5 5.4 12286.7 0.14595 1.52 0.043899594 
2004.75 5.4 12387.2 0.61918 2.19 0.048395964 
2005 5.3 12515 -0.84444 3.15 0.007322211 
2005.25 5.1 12570.7 -0.77429 0.49 0.011758477 
2005.5 5 12670.5 -0.82538 3.87 0.051044824 
2005.75 5 12735.6 0.34836 -2.5 0 
2006 4.7 12896.4 -2.2469 0.69 0 
2006.25 4.7 12948.7 0.19371 -1.53 0.026332688 
2006.5 4.6 12950.4 0.16688 -2.97 0.015824668 
2006.75 4.5 13038.4 1.2098 0.26 0 
2007 4.5 13056.1 0.191 -0.43 0 
2007.25 4.5 13173.6 -1.2077 3.45 0 
2007.5 4.7 13269.8 0.34857 4.44 0.02488556 
2007.75 4.8 13326 . . 0.056239206 
2008 5 13266.8 . . . 
2008.25 5.3 13310.5 . . . 
2008.5 6 13186.9 . . . 
2008.75 6.9 12883.5 . . . 
2009 8.3 12663.2 . . . 
2009.25 9.3 12641.3 . . . 
2009.5 9.6 12694.5 . . . 
2009.75 9.9 12813.5 . . . 
2010 9.8 12937.7 . . . 
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2010.25 9.6 13058.5 . . . 
2010.5 9.5 13139.6 . . . 
2010.75 9.6 13216.1 . . . 
2011 9 13227.9 . . . 
2011.25 9.1 13271.8 . . . 
2011.5 9.1 13331.6 . . . 
2011.75 8.7 13429 . . . 
2012 8.2 13502.4 . . . 
 
 
Table A.2: Raw Data Cont. 
Period Oil Supply Shocks: Monetary Policy Shocks: Tax Shocks: 
1948 . . . 
1948.25 . . . 
1948.5 . . . 
1948.75 . . . 
1949 . . . 
1949.25 . . . 
1949.5 . . . 
1949.75 . . . 
1950 . . . 
1950.25 . . . 
1950.5 . . . 
1950.75 . . . 
1951 . . . 
1951.25 . . . 
1951.5 . . . 
1951.75 . . . 
1952 . . . 
1952.25 . . . 
1952.5 . . . 
1952.75 . . . 
1953 . . . 
1953.25 . . . 
1953.5 . . . 
1953.75 . . . 
1954 . . . 
1954.25 . . . 
1954.5 . . . 
1954.75 . . . 
1955 . . . 
1955.25 . . . 
1955.5 . . . 
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1955.75 . . . 
1956 . . . 
1956.25 . . . 
1956.5 . . . 
1956.75 . . . 
1957 . . . 
1957.25 . . . 
1957.5 . . . 
1957.75 . . . 
1958 . . . 
1958.25 . . . 
1958.5 . . . 
1958.75 . . . 
1959 . . . 
1959.25 . . . 
1959.5 . . . 
1959.75 . . . 
1960 . . . 
1960.25 . . . 
1960.5 . . . 
1960.75 . . . 
1961 . . 0 
1961.25 . . 0 
1961.5 . . 0 
1961.75 . . 0 
1962 . . 0 
1962.25 . . 0 
1962.5 . . -0.22881356 
1962.75 . . -0.15169392 
1963 . . 0.43160691 
1963.25 . . 0 
1963.5 . . 0 
1963.75 . . 0 
1964 . . 0 
1964.25 . . -1.27504554 
1964.5 . . 0 
1964.75 . . 0 
1965 . . -0.64683053 
1965.25 . . 0 
1965.5 . . -0.24131274 
1965.75 . . 0 
1966 . . -0.22703684 
1966.25 . . 0.11539941 
1966.5 . . 0 
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1966.75 . . 0 
1967 . . 0 
1967.25 . . 0 
1967.5 . . -0.19113606 
1967.75 . . 0 
1968 . . 0 
1968.25 . . 0 
1968.5 . . 0 
1968.75 . . 0 
1969 . -0.228836258 0 
1969.25 . 0.678016826 0 
1969.5 . 0.522519187 0 
1969.75 . 0.19969141 0 
1970 . -0.549596246 0 
1970.25 . 0.049822393 0 
1970.5 . -0.921908164 0 
1970.75 . -0.601299255 0 
1971 0 -0.812154694 -0.01820996 
1971.25 0 0.931254865 0 
1971.5 0 -0.11065092 0 
1971.75 0 -1.546707761 0 
1972 0 -0.00642921 -0.75592138 
1972.25 0 -0.292545346 0 
1972.5 0 0 0 
1972.75 0 0.001208172 0 
1973 0 0.571982185 0 
1973.25 0 0.618407528 0 
1973.5 0 -0.243289799 0 
1973.75 -3.2902 -1.180376869 0 
1974 2.4715 0.806664436 0 
1974.25 0.8187 1.033453707 0 
1974.5 0 -0.606667446 0 
1974.75 0 -0.200846064 0 
1975 0 -0.495277919 0 
1975.25 0 -0.246337324 0 
1975.5 0 -0.22181395 0 
1975.75 0 -0.254102827 0 
1976 0 -0.842101178 0 
1976.25 0 -0.183879517 0 
1976.5 0 -0.206451588 0 
1976.75 0 -0.176064208 0.12730069 
1977 0 -0.473321119 -0.041252 
1977.25 0 -0.29093163 0 
1977.5 0 -0.219632105 0 
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1977.75 0 -0.210836746 0 
1978 0 -0.107288974 0.13488372 
1978.25 0 -0.087599741 0 
1978.5 0 -0.42176857 0 
1978.75 -0.7055 0.210819994 0 
1979 -4.744 -0.073694305 -0.40983607 
1979.25 2.8843 -0.01388748 0 
1979.5 0.0612 0.828235281 0 
1979.75 0.0195 0.06241947 0 
1980 -1.7572 1.667376918 0.06237845 
1980.25 -0.1037 -4.059101474 0.30044334 
1980.5 -0.394 1.062423484 0 
1980.75 -6.5908 2.488265227 0 
1981 2.1447 -0.460431566 0.69774298 
1981.25 2.2094 1.487957749 0 
1981.5 1.3795 -0.771303519 -0.27998867 
1981.75 -1.2905 -0.834085109 0 
1982 1.4702 0.583144637 -1.35559182 
1982.25 1.3519 -0.11085857 0 
1982.5 -0.2103 -0.436685008 0 
1982.75 -0.0774 0.479970739 0 
1983 1.1387 0.35539237 -0.91341748 
1983.25 -1.2133 -0.035118509 0 
1983.5 0.5615 -0.223259025 0 
1983.75 -0.6394 0.272592352 0 
1984 -0.2518 0.146564272 -0.6299874 
1984.25 -0.331 0.133377982 0 
1984.5 0.6554 0.248524432 0.20109597 
1984.75 0.5804 -0.73552258 0 
1985 -0.6982 0.095564766 0.21361816 
1985.25 0.9551 -0.132065181 0 
1985.5 0.5439 0.246329691 0 
1985.75 -0.5108 0.094905717 0 
1986 -0.1166 -0.079052598 0.09576797 
1986.25 -0.4804 0.289558793 0 
1986.5 -0.4409 -0.385348946 0 
1986.75 0.6953 -0.044075902 0.4993291 
1987 1.0986 0.427131091 -0.31210716 
1987.25 0.1669 0.275686094 0 
1987.5 -1.4801 -0.164944125 -0.41948068 
1987.75 1.2006 -0.216160011 0 
1988 0.7805 -0.103351486 0.53110927 
1988.25 -0.1521 0.574598361 0 
1988.5 -0.3835 -0.196398655 0 
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1988.75 -0.3971 0.436198489 0 
1989 1.7367 0.338433196 0 
1989.25 -1.2133 0.15264111 0 
1989.5 0.2529 -0.051371097 0 
1989.75 -0.407 -0.00095149 0 
1990 -0.0622 0.275373112 0.18018333 
1990.25 0.6402 0.056800911 0 
1990.5 -3.4713 0.088072387 0 
1990.75 -2.2175 -0.16660141 0 
1991 -0.9619 0.039144406 0.59782609 
1991.25 -2.7375 0.243625923 0 
1991.5 0.8695 0.054794475 0 
1991.75 0.3567 0.012700491 0 
1992 0.5941 -0.014703674 0 
1992.25 0.3325 0.161351422 0 
1992.5 0.3605 -0.054868088 0 
1992.75 0.5789 -0.268581087 0 
1993 0.9136 0.101747001 0 
1993.25 0.1259 0.332597358 0 
1993.5 0.5871 0.298144788 0.3415935 
1993.75 0.0927 -0.182418623 0.07793888 
1994 -0.2956 0.606330489 0.19389379 
1994.25 0.1222 0.314662661 0 
1994.5 0.2671 0.581610428 0 
1994.75 0.02 0.36488526 0 
1995 -0.1523 0.788319002 0 
1995.25 -0.1824 0.234517666 0 
1995.5 -0.1253 0.029807984 0 
1995.75 -0.1606 -0.036146232 0 
1996 0.0391 0.165023749 0 
1996.25 -0.1271 0.001916282 0 
1996.5 -0.0489 -0.050393272 0 
1996.75 -0.1 0.092426735 0 
1997 0.424 0.121320719 0 
1997.25 -0.2359 0.097668015 0 
1997.5 0.0235 -0.082694139 0 
1997.75 0.0125 -0.07545646 0 
1998 0.3079 -0.051285576 0 
1998.25 1.3469 -0.068360916 0 
1998.5 0.9022 -0.105202306 0 
1998.75 -0.1132 -0.308023082 0 
1999 0.5194 -0.249611751 0 
1999.25 -0.3402 0.169385893 0 
1999.5 0.7744 0.24092756 0 
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1999.75 -1.1106 -0.111601752 0 
2000 0.0493 0.06438849 0.01765427 
2000.25 0.4502 0.427253517 0 
2000.5 0.0907 -0.046614606 0 
2000.75 -0.6627 0.176185397 0 
2001 -0.0827 -0.38274011 0 
2001.25 0.2618 -0.476636114 0 
2001.5 0.5952 -0.117354211 0 
2001.75 -0.1295 -0.627974045 0 
2002 0.3484 -0.542017201 -0.79742193 
2002.25 -1.4882 0.232737016 0 
2002.5 0.2769 0.10879196 0 
2002.75 -0.3185 -0.233761286 0 
2003 -1.0918 0.066436437 0 
2003.25 -0.5654 -0.207228843 0 
2003.5 -0.2883 -0.229406891 -1.14016651 
2003.75 0.9734 -0.206359008 0 
2004 0.1371 -0.196897254 0 
2004.25 0.0043 0.108932374 0 
2004.5 -0.5091 0.458617633 0 
2004.75 . 0.471689539 0 
2005 . . 0.55942562 
2005.25 . . 0 
2005.5 . . 0 
2005.75 . . 0 
2006 . . 0 
2006.25 . . 0 
2006.5 . . . 
2006.75 . . . 
2007 . . . 
2007.25 . . . 
2007.5 . . . 
2007.75 . . . 
2008 . . . 
2008.25 . . . 
2008.5 . . . 
2008.75 . . . 
2009 . . . 
2009.25 . . . 
2009.5 . . . 
2009.75 . . . 
2010 . . . 
2010.25 . . . 
2010.5 . . . 
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2010.75 . . . 
2011 . . . 
2011.25 . . . 
2011.5 . . . 
2011.75 . . . 
2012 
   
 
 
Stata .do file 
File Name: 
File Purpose: 
Date: 
 
gen date = yq(year,qtr) 
format date %tq 
tsset date 
 
 
*\Cyclical GDP(Quadratic Trends) 
gen lgdp=log(gdp)*100 
gen t=_n 
gen d=0 if tin(1947q1, 1973q3) 
replace d=1 if d==. 
gen Dt=t*d 
reg lgdp d t Dt t2 dt2 
predict gdpc, residual 
 
*Cyclical Unemployment((Quadratic Trends) 
reg ur d 
predict urc, residual 
*generating coefficient break terms 
gen rurc=nber*urc 
gen rgdpc=nber*gdpc 
 
*Hodrick-Prescott filter 
*these commands are for stata 9 
*stubs must be renamed following generation 
drop gdpc  
drop urc 
drop rurc 
drop rgdpc 
hprescott lgdp, stub(gdpc) 
hprescott ur, stub(urc) 
gen rurc=nber*urc 
gen rgdpc=nber*gdpc 
 
*Baxter-King filter 
*these commands are for stata 9 
*stubs must be renamed following generation   
drop gdpc  
drop urc 
drop rurc 
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drop rgdpc 
bking lgdp, stub(gdpc) plo(6)phi(32) k(12) 
bking ur, stub(urc) plo(6) phi(32)k(12) 
gen rurc=nber*urc 
gen rgdpc=nber*gdpc 
 
matrix A = J(3,4,3) 
matrix rownames A = OLS K=2 K=4  
matrix colnames A = Ok_C Exp Con P_V 
 
matrix B = J(3,4,3) 
matrix rownames B = OLS K=2 K=4  
matrix colnames B = Ok_C Exp Con P_V 
 
matrix C = J(3,4,3) 
matrix rownames C = OLS K=2 K=4  
matrix colnames C = Ok_C Exp Con P_V 
 
*Perlim. regression 
reg gdpc l.gdpc l2.gdpc l3.gdpc urc l.urc l2.urc l3.urc  mon L.mon L2.mon tech 
L.tech L2.tech tax L.tax L2.tax op L.op L2.op news L.news L2.news uci os l.os l2.os 
 
 
prais urc gdpc rgdpc if tin(1969q1, 2004q4) 
mat A[1,2]=_b[gdpc] 
mat A[1,3]=(_b[gdpc]+_b[rgdpc]) 
bgodfrey, lags(1 2 3 4) 
 
*k=2 
qui reg urc l.urc l2.urc l.rurc l2.rurc gdpc l.gdpc l2.gdpc rgdpc l.rgdpc l2.rgdpc 
if tin(1969q1, 2004q4) 
test rgdpc l.rgdpc l2.rgdpc 
bgodfrey, lags(1 2 3 4) 
*autocorrelation for Quad. Trends 
*no autocorrelation for HP filter 
*autocorrelation with BK filter 
*Expansions 
scalar c11_k2=(_b[gdpc]+_b[l.gdpc]+_b[l2.gdpc])/(1-(_b[L.urc]+_b[L2.urc])) 
*Contractions 
scalar c12_k2=[(_b[gdpc]+_b[rgdpc])+(_b[l.rgdpc]+_b[l.gdpc])+ 
(_b[l2.rgdpc]+_b[l2.gdpc])]/ [1-((_b[l.urc]+_b[l.rurc])+(_b[l2.urc]+_b[l2.rurc]))] 
 
mat A[2,2]=c11_k2 
mat A[2,3]=c12_k2 
 
*K=4 
qui reg urc l.urc l2.urc l3.urc l4.urc l.rurc l2.rurc l3.rurc l4.rurc gdpc l.gdpc 
l2.gdpc l3.gdpc l4.gdpc rgdpc l.rgdpc l2.rgdpc l3.rgdpc l4.rgdpc  if tin(1969q1, 
2004q4) 
 
test rgdpc l.rgdpc l2.rgdpc l3.rgdpc l4.rgdpc   
bgodfrey, lags(1 2 3 4) 
*no autocorrelation for Quad. Trends. 
*no autocorrelation for the HP filter 
*autocorrelation with BK filter 
 
*Expansions 
scalar c11_k4=(_b[gdpc]+_b[l.gdpc]+_b[l2.gdpc]+_b[l3.gdpc]+_b[l4.gdpc])/(1-
(_b[L.urc]+_b[L2.urc]+_b[l3.urc]+_b[l4.urc])) 
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*contractions 
scalar c12_k4=((_b[gdpc]+_b[rgdpc])+(_b[l.gdpc]+_b[l.rgdpc])+ 
(_b[l2.gdpc]+_b[l2.rgdpc])+(_b[l3.gdpc]+_b[l3.rgdpc])+(_b[l4.gdpc]+_b[l4.rgdpc]))/(
1((_b[L.urc]+_b[l.rurc])+(_b[L2.urc]+_b[l2.rurc])+(_b[l3.urc]+_b[l3.rurc])+(_b[l4.u
rc]+_b[l4.rurc]))) 
 
mat A[3,2]=c11_k4 
mat A[3,3]=c12_k4 
 
*w/ covariates 
 
*static 
prais urc gdpc rgdpc mon L.mon L2.mon tech L.tech L2.tech tax L.tax L2.tax op L.op 
L2.op news L.news L2.news  
mat B[1,2]=_b[gdpc] 
mat B[1,3]=(_b[gdpc]+_b[rgdpc]) 
 
*k=2 
reg urc l.urc l2.urc l.rurc l2.rurc gdpc l.gdpc l2.gdpc rgdpc l.rgdpc l2.rgdpc mon 
L.mon L2.mon tech L.tech L2.tech tax L.tax L2.tax op L.op L2.op news L.news L2.news  
test rgdpc l.rgdpc l2.rgdpc 
bgodfrey, lags(1 2 3 4) 
*autocorrelation for Quad. Trends 
*no autocorrelation at the 5 percent level for the HP filter 
*autocorrelation with BK filter 
*Expansions 
scalar c15_k2=(_b[gdpc]+_b[l.gdpc]+_b[l2.gdpc])/(1-(_b[L.urc]+_b[L2.urc])) 
*Contractions 
scalar 
c16_k2=((_b[gdpc]+_b[rgdpc])+(_b[l.rgdpc]+_b[l.gdpc])+(_b[l2.rgdpc]+_b[l2.gdpc]))/(
1-((_b[l.urc]+_b[l.rurc])+(_b[l2.urc]+_b[l2.rurc]))) 
mat B[2,2]=c15_k2 
mat B[2,3]=c16_k2 
 
*K=4 
reg urc l.urc l2.urc l3.urc l4.urc l.rurc l2.rurc l3.rurc l4.rurc gdpc l.gdpc 
l2.gdpc l3.gdpc l4.gdpc rgdpc l.rgdpc l2.rgdpc l3.rgdpc l4.rgdpc mon L.mon L2.mon 
tech L.tech L2.tech tax L.tax L2.tax op L.op L2.op news L.news L2.news  
test rgdpc l.rgdpc l2.rgdpc l3.rgdpc l4.rgdpc 
bgodfrey, lags(1 2 3 4) 
*no autocorrelation for quad. trends 
*No autocorrelation for HP filter 
*autocorrelation with BK filter 
*Expansions 
scalar c15_k4=(_b[gdpc]+_b[l.gdpc]+_b[l2.gdpc]+_b[l3.gdpc]+_b[l4.gdpc])/(1-
(_b[L.urc]+_b[L2.urc]+_b[l3.urc]+_b[l4.urc])) 
*Contrations 
scalar 
c16_k4=((_b[gdpc]+_b[rgdpc])+(_b[l.gdpc]+_b[l.rgdpc])+(_b[l2.gdpc]+_b[l2.rgdpc])+(_
b[l3.gdpc]+_b[l3.rgdpc])+(_b[l4.gdpc]+_b[l4.rgdpc]))/(1-
((_b[L.urc]+_b[l.rurc])+(_b[L2.urc]+_b[l2.rurc])+(_b[l3.urc]+_b[l3.rurc])+(_b[l4.ur
c]+_b[l4.rurc]))) 
 
mat B[3,2]=c15_k4 
mat B[3,3]=c16_k4 
 
matlist A 
matlist B 
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*gap method w/o covariates 
 
matrix M = J(3,4,3) 
matrix rownames M = OLS K=2 K=4  
matrix colnames M = Ok_c Exp Con P-V 
 
matrix N = J(3,4,3) 
matrix rownames N = OLS K=2 K=4  
matrix colnames N = Ok_c positive negative P-V 
 
*Partioning cyclical gdc into postive and negative cycles 
gen gdpnc=gdpc<0 
gen gdppc=gdpc>0 
gen gdpnc2=gdpnc*gdpc 
gen gdppc2=gdppc*gdpc 
 
*\static model 
prais urc gdpc gdpnc if tin(1969q1, 2004q4) 
bgodfrey,lags(1 2 3 4) 
mat M[1,2]=_b[gdpc] 
mat M[1,3]=(_b[gdpc]+_b[gdpnc]) 
 
*k=2 
qui reg urc L.urc L2.urc gdpnc L.gdpnc L2.gdpnc gdpc L.gdpc L2.gdpc if tin(1969q1, 
2004q4) 
test gdpnc l.gdpnc l2.gdpnc 
bgodfrey, lags(1 2 3 4) 
*autocorrelation for quad. trends 
*no autocorrelation for HP filter 
*autocorrelation with BK filter 
*positive cyclical output 
scalar c22_k2=(_b[gdpc]+_b[l.gdpc]+_b[l2.gdpc])/(1-(_b[l.urc]+_b[l2.urc])) 
*negative cyclical output 
scalar c23_k2=((_b[gdpc]+_b[gdpnc])+(_b[l.gdpc]+_b[l.gdpnc])+ 
(_b[l2.gdpc]+_b[l2.gdpnc]))/(1-(_b[l.urc]+_b[l2.urc])) 
mat M[2,2]=c22_k2 
mat M[2,3]=c23_k2 
 
*k=4 
qui reg urc L.urc L2.urc l3.urc l4.urc gdpnc L.gdpnc L2.gdpnc l3.gdpnc l4.gdpnc 
gdpc L.gdpc L2.gdpc l3.gdpc l4.gdpc if tin(1969q1, 2004q4) 
 
test gdpnc l.gdpnc l2.gdpnc l3.gdpnc l4.gdpnc 
bgodfrey, lags(1 2 3 4) 
*autocorrelation for quad. trends 
*no autocorrelation for HP filter 
*autocorrelation with BK filter 
*positive cyclical output 
scalar c24_k4=(_b[gdpc]+_b[l.gdpc]+_b[l2.gdpc]+_b[l3.gdpc]+_b[l4.gdpc])/(1-
(_b[L.urc]+_b[L2.urc]+_b[L3.urc]+_b[L4.urc])) 
*negative cyclical output 
scalar 
c25_k4=((_b[gdpc]+_b[gdpnc])+(_b[l.gdpc]+_b[l.gdpnc])+(_b[l2.gdpc]+_b[l2.gdpnc])+(_
b[l3.gdpc]+_b[l3.gdpnc])+(_b[l4.gdpc]+_b[l4.gdpnc]))/(1-
(_b[l.urc]+_b[l2.urc]+_b[l3.urc]+_b[l4.urc])) 
mat M[3,2]=c24_k4 
mat M[3,3]=c25_k4 
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*gap method with covariates 
 
*OLS 
reg urc gdpc gdpnc mon L.mon L2.mon tech L.tech L2.tech tax L.tax L2.tax op L.op 
L2.op news L.news L2.news 
mat N[1,2]=_b[gdpc]  
mat N[1,3]=(_b[gdpc]+_b[gdpnc]) 
 
*k=2 
qui reg urc L.urc L2.urc gdpnc L.gdpnc L2.gdpnc gdpc L.gdpc L2.gdpc  mon L.mon 
L2.mon tech L.tech L2.tech tax L.tax L2.tax op L.op L2.op news L.news L2.news 
test gdpnc l.gdpnc l2.gdpnc 
bgodfrey, lags(1 2 3 4) 
*autocorrelation for quad. trends 
*No autocorrelation for HP filter 
*autocorrelation with the BK Filter 
*positive cyclical output 
scalar c15_k2=(_b[gdpc]+_b[l.gdpc]+_b[l2.gdpc])/(1-(_b[l.urc]+_b[l2.urc])) 
*negative cyclical output 
scalar 
c16_k2=((_b[gdpc]+_b[gdpnc])+(_b[l.gdpc]+_b[l.gdpnc])+(_b[l2.gdpc]+_b[l2.gdpnc]))/(
1-(_b[l.urc]+_b[l2.urc])) 
mat N[2,2]=c15_k2 
mat N[2,3]=c16_k2 
 
*k=4 
qui reg urc L.urc L2.urc l3.urc l4.urc gdpnc L.gdpnc L2.gdpnc l3.gdpnc l4.gdpnc 
gdpc L.gdpc L2.gdpc l3.gdpc l4.gdpc mon L.mon L2.mon tech L.tech L2.tech tax L.tax 
L2.tax op L.op L2.op news L.news L2.news 
test gdpnc l.gdpnc l2.gdpnc l3.gdpnc l4.gdpnc 
bgodfrey, lags(1 2 3 4) 
*autocorrelation for quad. trends 
*no autocorrelation for HP filter 
*autocorrelation with the BK filter 
*positive cyclical output  
scalar c15_k4=(_b[gdpc]+_b[l.gdpc]+_b[l2.gdpc]+_b[l3.gdpc]+_b[l4.gdpc])/(1-
(_b[L.urc]+_b[L2.urc]+_b[L3.urc]+_b[L4.urc])) 
*negative cyclical output 
scalar 
c16_k4=((_b[gdpc]+_b[gdpnc])+(_b[l.gdpc]+_b[l.gdpnc])+(_b[l2.gdpc]+_b[l2.gdpnc])+(_
b[l3.gdpc]+_b[l3.gdpnc])+(_b[l4.gdpc]+_b[l4.gdpnc]))/(1-
(_b[l.urc]+_b[l2.urc]+_b[l3.urc]+_b[l4.urc])) 
mat N[3,2]=c15_k4 
mat N[3,3]=c16_k4 
 
matlist M 
matlist N 
 
 
*SYMMETRIC OKUN ESTIMATION 
 
 
matrix O = J(4,1,1) 
matrix rownames M = OLS 
matrix colnames M = Ok_c  
 
matrix P = J(4,4,1) 
matrix rownames N = OLS  
matrix colnames N = Ok_c  
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*static OLS 
reg urc gdpc if tin(1969q1, 2004q4) 
bgodfrey, lags(1 2 3 4) 
 
* K=2 
qui reg urc L.urc L2.urc gdpc L.gdpc L2.gdpc if tin(1969q1, 2004q4) 
scalar c11_k2=(_b[gdpc]+_b[l.gdpc]+_b[l2.gdpc])/(1-(_b[l.urc]+_b[l2.urc])) 
bgodfrey, lags(1 2 3 4) 
mat O[ 
*K=4 
qui reg urc L.urc L2.urc L3.urc L4.urc gdpc L.gdpc L2.gdpc L3.gdpc L4.gdpc if 
tin(1969q1, 2004q4) 
scalar c11_k4=(_b[gdpc]+_b[l.gdpc]+_b[l2.gdpc]+_b[l3.gdpc]+_b[l4.gdpc])/(1-
(_b[l.urc]+_b[l2.urc]+_b[l3.urc]+_b[l4.urc])) 
bgodfrey, lags(1 2 3 4) 
 
*Estimation with covariates 
 
*OLS 
 
reg urc gdpc mon L.mon L2.mon tech L.tech L2.tech tax L.tax L2.tax op L.op L2.op os 
L.os L2.os news L.news L2.news  
 
*k=2 
qui reg urc L.urc L2.urc gdpc L.gdpc L2.gdpc mon L.mon L2.mon tech L.tech L2.tech 
tax L.tax L2.tax op L.op L2.op os L.os L2.os news L.news L2.news 
scalar c12_k2=(_b[gdpc]+_b[l.gdpc]+_b[l2.gdpc])/(1-(_b[l.urc]+_b[l2.urc])) 
bgodfrey, lags(1 2 3 4) 
 
*k=4 
qui reg urc L.urc L2.urc L3.urc L4.urc gdpc L.gdpc L2.gdpc L3.gdpc L4.gdpc mon 
L.mon L2.mon tech L.tech L2.tech tax L.tax L2.tax op L.op L2.op os L.os L2.os news 
L.news L2.news  
scalar c12_k4=(_b[gdpc]+_b[l.gdpc]+_b[l2.gdpc]+_b[l3.gdpc]+_b[l4.gdpc])/(1-
(_b[l.urc]+_b[l2.urc]+_b[l3.urc]+_b[l4.urc])) 
bgodfrey, lags(1 2 3 4) 
 
*ECM 
*CP 
reg ur lgdp if tin(1968q1, 2004q4) 
predict e, residual 
red d.ur d.lgdp l.e 
drop e 
 
*Covariates 
reg ur lgdp mon L.mon L2.mon tech L.tech L2.tech tax L.tax L2.tax op L.op L2.op os 
L.os L2.os news L.news  
predict e, residual 
reg d.ur d.lgdp l.e 
 
 
*VAR 
reg gdpc l.gdpc l2.gdpc l.urc l2.urc 
predict gdpe, residual 
reg urc l.urc l2.urc l.gdpc l2.gdpc 
predict ure, residual 
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reg ure gdpe 
 
reg gdpc l.gdpc l2.gdpc l.urc l2.urc  tech L.tech L2.tech op L.op L2.op 
predict gdpe_c, residual 
reg urc l.urc l2.urc l.gdpc l2.gdpc 
predict ure_c, residual 
reg ure_c gdpe_c 
 
*DL lag models 
 
*symmetric 
*K=2 
reg urc gdpc l.gdpc l2.gdpc if tin(1969q1,2004q4) 
scalar c11_k2=_b[gdpc]+_b[l.gdpc]+_b[l2.gdpc] 
 
*k=4 
reg urc gdpc l.gdpc l2.gdpc l3.gdpc l4.gdpc if tin(1969q1,2004q4) 
scalar c12_k4=_b[gdpc]+_b[l.gdpc]+_b[l2.gdpc]+_b[l3.gdpc]+_b[l4.gdpc] 
 
*asymmetric 
*K=2 
reg urc gdpc l.gdpc l2.gdpc rgdpc l.rgdpc l2.rgdpc if tin(1969q1,2004q4) 
scalar c21_k2=_b[gdpc]+_b[l.gdpc]+_b[l2.gdpc] 
scalar c22_k2=_b[gdpc]+_b[l.gdpc]+_b[l2.gdpc]+_b[rgdpc]+_b[l.rgdpc]+_b[l2.rgdpc] 
test rgdpc l.rgdpc l2.rgdpc  
 
*k=4 
reg urc gdpc l.gdpc l2.gdpc l3.gdpc l4.gdpc rgdpc l.rgdpc l2.rgdpc l3.rgdpc 
l4.rgdpc if tin(1969q1,2004q4) 
scalar c22_k4=_b[gdpc]+_b[l.gdpc]+_b[l2.gdpc]+_b[l3.gdpc]+_b[l4.gdpc] 
scalar 
c22_k4=_b[gdpc]+_b[l.gdpc]+_b[l2.gdpc]+_b[l3.gdpc]+_b[l4.gdpc]+_b[rgdpc]+_b[l.rgdpc
]+_b[l2.rgdpc]+_b[l3.rgdpc]+_b[l4.rgdpc] 
test rgdpc l.rgdpc l2.rgdpc l3.rgdpc l4.rgdpc  
 
 
*symmetric 
*K=2 
reg urc gdpc l.gdpc l2.gdpc mon L.mon L2.mon tech L.tech L2.tech tax L.tax L2.tax 
op L.op L2.op news L.news L2.news 
scalar c31_k2=_b[gdpc]+_b[l.gdpc]+_b[l2.gdpc] 
 
*k=4 
reg urc gdpc l.gdpc l2.gdpc l3.gdpc l4.gdpc mon L.mon L2.mon tech L.tech L2.tech 
tax L.tax L2.tax op L.op L2.op news L.news L2.news 
scalar c32_k4=_b[gdpc]+_b[l.gdpc]+_b[l2.gdpc]+_b[l3.gdpc]+_b[l4.gdpc] 
 
*asymmetric 
*K=2 
reg urc gdpc l.gdpc l2.gdpc rgdpc l.rgdpc l2.rgdpc mon L.mon L2.mon tech L.tech 
L2.tech tax L.tax L2.tax op L.op L2.op news L.news L2.news 
scalar c41_k2=_b[gdpc]+_b[l.gdpc]+_b[l2.gdpc] 
scalar c42_k2=_b[gdpc]+_b[l.gdpc]+_b[l2.gdpc]+_b[rgdpc]+_b[l.rgdpc]+_b[l2.rgdpc] 
test rgdpc l.rgdpc l2.rgdpc  
 
*k=4 
reg urc gdpc l.gdpc l2.gdpc l3.gdpc l4.gdpc rgdpc l.rgdpc l2.rgdpc l3.rgdpc 
l4.rgdpc mon L.mon L2.mon tech L.tech L2.tech tax L.tax L2.tax op L.op L2.op news 
L.news L2.news 
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scalar c52_k4=_b[gdpc]+_b[l.gdpc]+_b[l2.gdpc]+_b[l3.gdpc]+_b[l4.gdpc] 
scalar 
c53_k4=_b[gdpc]+_b[l.gdpc]+_b[l2.gdpc]+_b[l3.gdpc]+_b[l4.gdpc]+_b[rgdpc]+_b[l.rgdpc
]+_b[l2.rgdpc]+_b[l3.rgdpc]+_b[l4.rgdpc] 
test rgdpc l.rgdpc l2.rgdpc l3.rgdpc l4.rgdpc  
 
 
Graph A1: HP Decomposed Cyclical GDP with NBER Superimposition 
 
Source: Author’s Calculations, Bureau of Economic Analysis, and NBER 
 
Graph A2: BK Decomposed Cyclical GDP with NBER Superimposition 
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Source: Author’s Calculations, Bureau of Economic Analysis, and NBER 
Graph A3: Cycles Generated using Quadratic trend with NBER superimposition 
 
Source: Author’s Calculations, Bureau of Economic Analysis, and NBER 
 
 
Table A3: Distributed lag Model Estimates using HP filtered data  
 
Model Okun Coefficient Expansions Contractions P-Value 
  
(Estimates) 
  DL(2) -0.4694 -0.4450 -0.5248 0.109 
DL(4) -0.4801 -0.4450 -0.5358 0.031 
     
     
  
(Estimates W/ Covariates) 
  DL(2) -0.4346 -0.4201 -0.4922 .0769 
DL(4) -0.4328 -0.4291 -0.4917 0.009 
Source: Author’s Calculations 
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Table A3:AIC and BIC for Unemployment Models 
 
 
 
 
           
    
 Source: Author’s Calculations 
 
 
 
Table A4: Parsimonious Regression of NBER dates on Macroeconomic Shock Values  
Variable Coefficient 
 𝑜𝑛𝑒𝑡 𝑟𝑦 𝑃𝑜𝑙𝑖𝑐𝑦 *** -.1765** 
 𝑜𝑛𝑒𝑡 𝑟𝑦 𝑃𝑜𝑙𝑖𝑐𝑦𝑡−1    -.1267* 
 𝑜𝑛𝑒𝑡 𝑟𝑦 𝑃𝑜𝑙𝑖𝑐𝑦𝑡−2   0.0186 
𝑂𝑖𝑙 𝑃𝑟𝑖𝑐𝑒 -0.0085 
𝑂𝑖𝑙 𝑃𝑟𝑖𝑐𝑒𝑡−1** -0.0211 
𝑂𝑖𝑙 𝑃𝑟𝑖𝑐𝑒𝑡−2 -0.0138 
 𝑒𝑐 𝑛𝑜𝑙𝑜𝑔𝑦 0.9466 
 𝑒𝑐 𝑛𝑜𝑙𝑜𝑔𝑦𝑡−1   2.176 
 𝑒𝑐 𝑛𝑜𝑙𝑜𝑔𝑦𝑡−2 2.6683** 
Constant .1636*** 
* p<0.05, ** p<0.01, *** p<0.001 
Source: Author’s Calculations 
 
 
 
 
Model BIC-LL BIC-SSE AIC-SSE 
ARDL(0,2) 463.9735 0.650646 3.606074 
ARDL(0,4) 516.8134 1.107263 10.7924 
ARDL(2,2) 33.48025 -2.58615 -432.668 
ARDL(2,4) 63.98416 -2.34945 -447.787 
ARDL(4,2) 40.42737 -2.53391 -431.502 
ARDL(4,4) 69.87055 -2.30451 -447.651 
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Graph A4: Impulse Response function of Covariates on log GDP 
Source: Author’s Calculations 
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Table A5: Asymmetric Okun Coefficient Estimates 
Paper Model Expansions  Contractions 
Silvapulle et al.(2004) 
   
 
OLS -0.32 -0.58 
 
M estimates -0.35 -0.61 
Cuarema(2003) 
   
 
HP Filter -0.073 -0.238 
 
Markov-Switching -0.201 -0.441 
Holmes and Silver-
stone(2005) 
   
 
Negative Cycles -0.023 -0.193 
 
Positive Cycles -0.025 -0.084 
Lee(2000) 
   
 
First Difference 2.04 1.72 
 
HP filter 2.14 2.06 
 
BN filter 2.22 1.92 
Owyang Sekhposyan(2012) 
   
 
First Difference -0.17 -0.58 
Source: Silvapulle et al.(2004), Cuarema (2003), Holmes and Silverstone (2005), Lee (2000), and 
Owyang Sekhposyan (2012) 
 
 
Table A6: Breush Godfrey p-values for Mutatis Mutandis NBER models  
Filter Model Breusch Godfrey p-value 
Quadratic Trend ARDL k=2 0.0099 
 
ARDL k=4 0.5764 
BK Filter ARDL k=2 0.0000 
 
ARDL k=4 0.0000 
HP Filter ARDL k=2 0.6421 
 
ARDL k=4 0.4432 
   Source: Author’s Calculations 
 
 
 
Table A7: Breush Godfrey p-values for NBER Models with Covariates 
Filter Model Breusch Godfrey p-value 
Quadratic Trend ARDL k=2 0.0099 
 
ARDL k=4 0.1234 
BK Filter ARDL k=2 0.0000 
 
ARDL k=4 0.0000 
HP Filter ARDL k=2 0.3312 
 
ARDL k=4 0.6698 
    Source: Author’s Calculations 
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Table A8: AIC and BIC Values for ARDL models with Covariates 
Model 
 
   BIC-LL BIC-SSE AIC-SSE 
Quadratic Trends 
   
 
ARDL(2) -18.4744 -2.81948 -470.35 
 
ARDL(4) 3.565942 -2.81277 -475.308 
HP Filter 
    
 
ARDL(2)  -43.15857 -3.14181 -507.254 
 
ARDL(4) -27.0549 -3.0284 -505.929 
       Source: Author’s Calculations 
